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GENERAL FOREWORD

"'le purpose of this Manual is to describe in a series of separately-published Volumes the
b~asic documentation p~ractices wvhich are involved in the initial setting up, and subsequent

operation of an Information-Library Oiganisation to provide defence-aerospace scientific and
technical intormatiuai servtces

0 The manuIal is primarily intendled for thie main defence-aerospace information centres in
the smaller nations, and the specialised dlefence establishments and defence 4contractors
in the larger NATO cojuntries.

* For those information centres which tilr--adly have a welldeveloped system, the manual
X Ilmay prove helpful inl thle wvork of ainalyzing anmd evaluating existing systemn performamnce,
2 or in revising an ineffective system. Anl important sub~sidIiary otbjective is therefore to

enqcourage the greater use of modern techniques of informnation processing.

m Te manual endeavours to meet the needs of a wide spectruml of readers the senior
man concerned with setting upl a new system. as wvell as junior staff who may be using
lie manual as a training aid.

* The various Sections aim to focuis onl the problems andl techniques associated with

processing unpublished reports andl related information, rather than conventional book-

journal libraries. Eimphasis is onl practical solutions and, where appropriatc, useful
operating suggestions.I The manuial has been p~lanned by the i\GARI) Technical Information Panel and wvill

consist of four Volumies comprising twelve Sections in all, each prepared by a well-known
j ~exp~ert in thle field. 'file Publication Layout is given onl the followving page and publication

of thle complete set will be spread over three to four years.

S.C.SCIIULER
Gemmral Editor
(Fcinrner Chairman, AGA RI)

Tech nical In format ion lPanch
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MANUAL OF DOCUMENTATION PRACTICES APPLICABLE TO
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PUBLICATION LAYOUT
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~Section I

ACQUISITION AND SOURCES

by
Philip F.Eckert

NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility
0Q)tOrated by Informatics Information Systems Co.

Baltimore/Washington International Airport
Maryland, USA

ABSTRACT

Suggestions and ideas for acquiring documents or their surrogates for a nlanned or
fledgling information system are offered. The problems of selectivity of documents or their
surrogates, both in superabundant quantities, and duplicate checking are highlighted.
Acquisitioning flow, a semiautomated duplicate search te-chnique, and alerting methods for
prospective documentation are described. Appendices include two category systems, selected
definitions and acronyms, and a selected address list for document procurement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1 1 The purpose of this Section of' the Manual is to provid,, advice concerning document procurement and acquisition
for a planned or newly-operating technical information center. The perfect acquisitions systems for a lechnical document
processing organization does not exist. Furthermore, according to Weisbrod, these exists no standard operational defui-

Z -tion for an acquisitions system' The literature is saturated with automated and seinautomiatcd acquisition methods for
books, serials, anti periodicals but is virtually devoid of naterial for documents, such as kchnical reports, journal articles,
or theses With this fact in mind, the author will attempt to provide ideas and hints for the developmeot of a workab'7
acquisitioning operation mostly from IS years' experience in a large, operational information facility.

1 2 The following assumptions have been made. The establishment of a document system has been sanctioned by the
host government or the host defence/aerospace contractor, there wi!l be adequate funding to support the operation,
document data will be captured and eveutually be capable t ' manipulation to provide liturature searches fromt text
(abstract and title), vocabulary subject indexing, personal. Jhor, corporate source (originating agency), contract number,
and report number; and informal computer-produced listngs (to assist the duplicate checking operation) can be
generated Further assumptions include that the ile builh:jp will he delit-erately slow-to-moderate during the first throe
years of operation and that, from the fifth year and later tie maximun annual nput -oals will have been alet,

1 3 One final assumption i that the tile could be split ino three or four accession series as follows:

,j File I - Unclassified/unlimited documents two years old or less.
File 2 - Unclassified/unlimited documneits over two years in age.

It.: File 3 -- Unclassified limited distribution and security classified documents.
File 4 -- Open itterature articles (published literature) one year ol or less.

Informal listings or forma announcement bulletins or journals could be generated trom any of these files singiy
or in combination.

2. DOCUMENTS MATERIAL, SCOPE, AND DEFINITIONS

2.1 The material for the system is defined as follows:

* Documents, in hardcopy or microfiche - complete ;n either form.
0 Document surrogates the bibliographic citation and abtract of a document in :,ardcopy or in a machine-

readable medium.

2 2 Document surrogates in lieu of actual hardcopy or mikirofiche are suitable for etry m. ai data base provided the
citation indicates the source availability of the document (where the user ultimately can find or purchase the docuncnt).
Typical availability entries are:

0 Avail NTIS
* Avail- ESA
* Avail - GPO
0 Avail - ZLDI
* Avail - Issuing Activity

2.3 Report literature is commonly called the unpublished literature. To distinguish between "report" and "'nonreport"
literature the frolowing table is offered:

Reports Nonreports

"Topical reports Proposals
Progress reports Loose-leaf manuals
Monthly I landi-oks

X Quarterly Specifications and standards

Seinannual Journals
Annual Abstract journals
(Interim) Preprints of conference papers
Final reports Preprints of journal articles
Summary reports Reprints
Translations of reports Books and book chapters

(cover-to-cover)
Patents
Patent applicationsDissertations

Dissertation abstracts

7~,;- '
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2.4 'Me published or so-called open lierattim for File 4 nientioncl abowc conists of journal and periodical articles,
books, pamphlets. monographs. sciont-fit meeting papers. translations of journals and journal articles. rep~rints, preprints.
and collected Wvorks Containing iiocumeniu 'vritten by different authors and relating to a conmmon subject. Thiere is tin
overlapping or gray area betwoon these two i, p-,s of literature, and therefore some oU tho subtypes such as monoigraphs
or conferee procerdings may be assigned to vither tile report or open literature groupings.

2.5 All documnents for iniformation procvssing are further classiiedl as "singles" vir "analytics". A single document,
tofteii called a topial documlent, is n entity unto itself. It stands alone. Anl anlalytic prmary is one that contains two
or more tIndepencent (toicad reports or papers. Thiost- reports or docrnments withlit an analytic-tor analytic primary)
ame called analytic Su~bsidiaries. The primary is often culc.d thre parent or "mother" and the subsidiaries, the "daughters".
See definition of "analytical entry" in Appendix 2.

2.6 1Te subject areas fo the scope or hiis system, are far-rachiing. 7Tey include the jointly use ceory system of
F ~~~~NASA in thle LISA. FSA lin Europe. and thle ZLDI, lin its A'oteremibeiclre LtfftahIrl RauntkhIrf icgznfrdug

produiced in, tho, FRG Tile category systeml iiiclndes 74 Categories in 10 matjor divisions and one general division/category.
The (XOSATI categories, based onl 22 major fields, muay also be used in% thle determination of document relevance tor the
system Theo('OSATI' categor system was designed to cover several majr areas. Of the 22 lia jor fields, Field 2
Agriculture, is perhaps the least relevant fo.r aI do(fenceaerispac system. This is inot to ,late, however, (itl all documents
in this field zhould be excluded. D~ocuments onl the subject of crop and timber inventories (accomplishe' oin part by
Earth Rerources satellites) possess high degree of relevancy and should be lnclutk'd. T7he two category systems are
cointained in- Appendix 1.

2.7 The termi "acquisition" is defined as synonlymVous to "accession" in tile Glossary' of Documnttino Termzs AGARD-
AG3-182 Part I iReQ.).

Under "accessioin", we find-

l)"A docuimeint or Piece of information which has been added to aI collection."
(2) "The process ft'procuring a document for a collection."

At this point we must note that tile terms "accession" and "acquisitiot,' are both nouns and that the termi "accession"
is also, a ve~b "Acquisition" is solely a noun and is defined usually as the process of acquiring. It should also bie noted
that some documents may be acquired for aI systrim but not accesioned for some reason or another. Acquired documenits
in such cases become rejects and are, destroyed or disposed of in accordance with local standing instriretions.

3. TWO MAJOR PROBLEMIS -SELECTIVITY AND DUPLICATES

3.1 Withi modes, ceilings for total document input for tle first two or three years, the biggest problem for thle informa-
tion scientisit or e-'aluator w~ill be that of selectivity. With documlents and their surrogates in superabundant quantities,
the mnain problem will be to select the proper mnix for thme system. As the flooJ gates open~ with eased criteria for sclocv'ixu,
the easier thme task t'or the acqtisitioner and thle document evaluator. Withi rigid input limitations, selection criteria should
include age of report, originatinlg agency, sublject o1' tie documnent, oe. The subject category should be determined by
thle evaluator or anot~ir employee priom to decision for acceptanlc

3.2 Trhe other maljor problem will bie thle chlecking for duplicates. T'his imperfect pr-cess for almost all large systems is
known as duplicate searchiing, duplicate chlecking, or "dupe chlecking". Duplicates have peinetratedl mos, systems because
of human error, Fortunately, no gramve effects have resulted front accessionled duplicates. Known and conslicukius
duplicates.-should be removed ftom the file. Some administrators have dispensed Wvilli complete eradication oftduplcates.
usinig the rationale that it is more coist-effective to let aI few of them reside onl tile d-ita base than to find and remove theml.

3 I A "tbibliographic duplicate" dloumnemibis an exact replica in content and descriptive data of another. One co)py
may becar a se-onld-party report number oni it al"d the other, n&o.

2~~ A 'eu-hiict is found most in tile open (pctiodical) literature same subject, samne or slightly different
date, same author, but s,,ibiect content modified, by shortening, lengthening, rearranging, .mnd "ietinies Withi a slightly
mlodified title. No real hiarm is done to a system Willim this type ot'duplicate. Onl thle contrary, a secondary source avail-
ability tm bec offered, thus making tho doctumnt more eaiyo vilbe

3 :' 3 A "translation duplicate" is simply a tranislationi of an original effort, It is a translation of a report inito another
* language from the. original lan1guage ai'd is usually accomnplished some time after the original publication date. Againl,

not real h1.1rmu is donle to a System Willh this type of duplicate. Some requesters or users often prefer the document in its
original lanlguage.



4. DOCUMENT SOURCES AND) INPUT LEV'EIS

4 1 i In's Country ioulrcts should be tapped for liniial and autoinatiiL distriltution ats it first piority. Die reveipt ot
tnllssfe etitlltd ~uments present fem problems f'or it fledgling systom pro' aded (the doituiueit originators are
haiiar with the system's mnission *I110 Iacquiring of security -dassified do-zmunent. and propnricr iiiertmik-
contidonct dotuinints requires inteitsme negotiations between the system operators aind thle ho,%( sO mrnment or host

as well is physical safesguards. Operators of neN systems should not set nigh goals for theso types of documlents.
Industrial oaniions lire reluictant to let proprietary informnation Ot of their .olnfinlcs be~~ause accidtentall discolor
of a new p oc,s or technology could result in imimitthorized techinolog) transfer and at potentially large financial loss

* b(r the company that gen*'rated the proprietary docuiejit.

4 3 As a secondary prority. doctinents ort their surrogates% .an be selevted front thle NASA SIR (Scientific and
Technical Aerospace Reporths), thie NTIS (National Technical Information Sen-ice), GRA) .tGovernment Reports

*\noumcemnts& Indtexes), Monitt~ Cautalog~ cf Otited Statea Goi-ernment hshhaiwns. R 4- D Abstracts ((UK), and
front oilier in-scope journals and various accession lists, See Appendix 3 for it selec.tcd aiddress list of document handling
organizations Also, js a starter. AM frao Services Generil C'atalog No._5 of October 197 7 ikRef.3) should be
obtained It contains a wealth -if information woncerning dotument procurement, NTIS datat tile onl tape, Selected
Research it lraoflelte, and olner semvices fromt NTIS.

4.4 Rcasonable input levels for a fledgling system could be,

400 accessionsinmonth for thle firfl year
oOO accessions/mionth for The second year
700 accessio ns/montit for the thIrdl year

* 1000 accessions/month for tile fourth year
1500 ac"esions' month for the fifth year and later

-k reasonable ratio for unlsiidulmtdaccessions to limited distfibutionscurit) -dsiiddocumrionts is 15~ to
I This ratio permits a high rate of disseminiation to a wvIde spectrum of users. Conversely, if only 5 to 10 x-ercent oh it
ile wert nlsiidulmtd there would be very little dissemination of thle files technology.

4 5 A\ three-muonthi buildup of documlents should be auulahted before thle system is im1plemfien1ted to insure at steady
workfiow Ani initial shortage of documenclts folkm~ed b) a flood of do.,mwnts wvill disrupt thle entire production line.
The mnthly goals canl be increased ats thle production line %%orkN ats at team and thle acquisitioners van insure at steady,
unfaltering supply.

S. DOCUM ENT PROCU REMENT

The overall document acquisition and processing schemei is shown inl Figuire 1.

General A%:quisitioing
(Atx Distr., Bilateral Exchange91

Agreements, Gifts and P'urchases)

Systems Ac~uitionivio- Duplicate Check Full Processing Cycle
antifrDtlBs ir

Reqest Acquistioning Eauto o aaBs nr

Rejects

Fig. I lDocunlient ac-quieition 'And processing

5.1 General Aequisitloning

Doetimmnts have been generally acquired by one or more of the following miethods. kit) routine disiribution by host
countries andi foreign sources, (b1) bilateral agreemlents; Mtth lorign soutces. k-0 gifts trelm~ant published literature, bouks,
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conference proceedings, etc ); and (d) direct purchases 4, .6. The receipt of bolickted .,r unsolicited, relevant documents
should be followed up with the utmost zeal to be placed on .:i,matic distribution for all relevanit documents.

5.2 Systems Acquisitioning

The systems acquisitioning activity will obtain and review continuously relevant reference lists, accession hsts,K abstract journals, bibliographies, etc., for selecting potential candidates for the system. Current brochures from the
John Crerar Library (Chicago) and the European Translations Centre (Delft) should be obtat,ed to provide adciquate
scanning coverage for translations. Publicly announced contracts should be followed with a determinicd efort to be
placed on automatic distribution for single or periodic progress report!. (See Paragraph 10 for hints on alerting methods
for new documentation ) If automatic distribution worked perfectly at all times, there would be little need for an overt
acquisition effort Such is not the case, and continual monitoring is required to insure timely receipt of the report
literature. A sample request furm for automatic distribution is contained in Appendix 4.

5.3 Request Acquisitioning

I The request acquisitioning activity procures documents not already in the system that are requested by eligble
recipients This type of acquisitioning produces good quality documents for the system. As for quantity, it ranks far
behind the results of systems acquisitioning, the yield from this method is between I to 100 and I to 1000 when
compared to the system acquisitioning method. A sample request form 'at this method is contained in Appendix 5.

6. DUPLICATE SEARCH

6.1 As previously mentioned, the duplicate search of a candidate document for a system is not perfect, even when
assisted by the computer. lit the early stages of a new system, a manual effort is suggested. For the technical report
literature, a duplicate search file should be set up alphabetically by the first significant word in the title under the
Corporate Source This file can be used as an address ile and for duplicate searching of documents previously acquired.
There are 10 or I I words in the English language that account for about 25 percent of any text', and they should be
treated as "insignificant", "function", or "stop"words at the Ieginning of a title. A selected "stop word" list for
documentation is:

A AT THE
AN FOR TO

C AS OF WITI

BY ON

A document entitled "The Use of FEP TEFLON in Solar Cell Technology" should be filed by "Use" under its
Corporate Source.

6.2 If an open literature or fi is included in the data base, a duplicate search file should be by author, using the same
filing scheme for the title.

7. TECHNICAL EVALUATION

7.1 Technical document evaluatiot or screening of acquired materials is done by the Technical Document Evaltator.
The Technical Document Evaluator examines more closely the items that have passed an initial evaluation and accepts
them or rejects them according to established policy. After acceptance the Technical Document Evaluator should make
appropriate entries on the document input form ror:

* Legal Reproducibility
* Microfiche Requirement
* Availability
* Single or Analytic Treatment
* File Assignment
* Special landling
0 Other, as applicable

7.2 The Technical Document Evaluator must be able to screen documents (or their surrogates) in the form in which they
are received. The knack or viewing selected frames of a microfiche on a microfiche reader/pnnter will be developed
quickly after the evaluator has gained moderate experience on the reader/printer and extensive experience from hardcopy
evaluation.

7.3 Reevaluation of a document by the Technica! Document Evaluator will be required for errata, addenda, supers, -ion,
security reclassification, security declassification, or major change in availability.



7_ 1 An insignificant change (which does not affect the technical integrity or the security classification) requires noI action other than to file the change with the accessioned document (e.g., in the case file).

7 3 2 A comprehensive change (one that affects the technical integrity of the report) may require the withdrawal of the
report from the data base and reannouncement as a new report.

8. FILES FOR DOCUMENT PROCUREMENT (MINIMUM)

8.1 Acquisitions Duplicate Search File

This file consists of the report and open literature subfiles as described in Paragraph 6.1 on page 6.

8.2 Acquisitions Suspense File

This is a holding file for document requests arranged in request-number order, pending receipt of the requested
document.

8.3 Acquisitions Completed File

This file contains all correspondence relative to a compiclted acquisitions effort for a document, arranged in request-
number sequence.

8.4 D-Letter File

This file, arranged in D-Number sequence, consists of copies of form letters to various document sources requesting
automatic distribution of reports relevant to the system (defenLe/aerospace-related material) as described in Paragraph
5.2 on page 6.

9. SEMIAUTOMATED DUPLICATE SEARCH TECHNIQUE

9 1 This technique should not be attempted until a fledgling system has completed a successful shakedown period of
three or four years or the system has a document population in excess of 30,000. Text search of a title consisting of a
phrase "FEP Teflon" would locate all accessioned documents witti that phrase in their titles. Text searching of a title
may prove to-be best for semiautomated duplicate searching because many documents lack personal authors, report
numbers, or cont-act numbers. All documents have titles, and . proliferation of text searching capability for medium-
or large-scale systems ov.: the next few years is confidently predicted.

9.2 The use of a COM (Computer Output Microfilm) permuted title file for a document data base of 30,000 or more
accessions could also be a cost-effective measure for the duplicate check operation. A permuted or KWIC (Keyword in
Context) file of the titles employing the stop words in Paragraph 6.1 on page 6, would require about 24G,000 line entries

on a COM file for a 30,000-document data base. One RECORDAK (Eastman Kodak Co.) or 3M (Minnesota Mining and
Mfg Co ) 16-mm microfilm cartridge will accommodatc 5000 frames (on thin film) at 61 line entries per frame, a total
of 305,000 line entries. With such a file, all card files used for duplicate searching may be discarded except those used
for new acquisitions.

The use of a COM file is independent of the operation of an online retrievel system and thus may be used when the
central computer or the online retrieval system is being utilized for other operations or is shut down. The use of a single
microfilm cartridge that replaces 30,000 to 50,000 cards will have an txhilarating effect on the duplicate search personnel.
resulting in an increase of the overall acquisitioning efficiency.

10. ALERTING METHODS FOR PROSPECTIVE R & D DOCUMENTS

10.1 There are several traditional methods by which the acquisitioners may be alerted to future documents. Daily
scanning of the Commerce Business Daily (a daily list of US Government procuiement invitaions, contract awards, sub-
contracting leads, sales of surplus property, and foreign business opportunities) wiil provide leads and hints on future
projects. Scanning of periodicals such as Aviation Wt'eek, Itformation Hotine, and similar foreign or h.st country
periodicals will provide additional leads. Meeting calendars that include schedules for symposia, conferences, and
congresses should not be overlooked.

10.2 Several new methods that will alert acquisitioners to future documentation have been de-.elvped, with the
possible exception of the first one described below, they are not universally known.

_4
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10.2.1 Smithsonian Scientific Inforation E.change (SSIE)

The SSIE current research information file contains sumnnaries of researdi projects in process or initiated and
completed during the two most recent sears. SSIE search output consists .f Notices of Research Projects tNRP's). The
N ,"s are collected when the work is started and retained on the file during the life of the project. All fields of basic and
applied research in the life, physical, social, and engineering sciences are covered.

The basic record of the single-page NRP contains supporting and performing organization names and addresses,
grant, contract, or project control number, investigator names, projet title, period covered for tie work, and, in most
cases, a 200-word technical summay.

The file serves a multifold purpose to avoid duplication of research effort, to identify new sources of research
funding, and to provide new research documentation.

On September I, 1977, the SSIE data base was made available to the Lockheed DIALOG Online Information
Retrieval Service.

10.2.2 NASA Research and Technology Objectives and Plans Swntnary (R TOP)

The NASA RTOP Summary is published annually and is available from NTIS8 . It is a compilation of NASA
research projects and is designed to facilitate communication and soordination among t.hnidal personnel in government,
industry, and universities. A typical suininar, accessible in the RTOP publiiation by Subject Index, Technical Monitor,
Responsible NASA organization, and RTOP number, is shown in Figure 2. It must be noted, as with the SSIE NRP, that
the RTOP citation is an objective summary, and not a dotument. Again, the summary is a lead to future documentation.

W78.70120 511-57.04
Hugh L Dryden Flight Research Center. Edwards, Calif
ADVANCED TURBOPROP PROGRAM . FLIGHT TEST
W, G Schweikhard 805-258-3311
(511.57-02)

The objective is to develop and demonstrate by flight tests
the technology for advanced turboprop propulsion systems having
high propulsion efficiencies at cruise speeds and altitudes up to
Mach 0.8 and 35.000 feet. This technology could provide fuel
savings of 20% to 25% relative to current high-bypass turbofan
engines while meeting reliability requiemental and environments
noise constraints. A two-feet diametec scale model of an advanced
high tip speed propeller will be installed on a subsonic aircraft
capable of flying Mach 8 at 30.000 feet altitude Microphones
will be placed on wing and fuselage, and acoustic flight test
will be performed to obtain near field noiso data A feasibility
study by on- or more aircraft manufacturers will be performed
to investigate the various approaches to evaluate advanced
full-scale turboprop engines either as a testbed engine or as a
replacement of existing aircraft engines

Fig.2 Typical summary entry in NASA-RTOP

In Figure 3, the RTOP shown in Figure 2 is depicted as search output. Normally, search output from the RTOP
file is limited to US organizations. Figure 3 is shown here for possible adaptation of the technique by other countries.

10.2.3 NASA Research & Development Contract Search File

Since 1972, NASA has been entering contract information on a special file on its overall data base, The contract
file is simply a collection of summaries of NASA R & I) contracts, grants, and orders. The file is searchable, online, by
Corporate Source (contractor), Technical Muaitor, Principal Investigator, Cognizant NASA Installation, Contract Number,
and Subject Terms. Information in the file is available to NASA contractor personnel as a supplement to the ongoing
research information contained in the RTOP fli described above. A sample of the sear.li citation fro1 this file is shown
in Figure 4.

Once again, the citation in Figure 4 is simply a summary, it provides a strong lead that documentation will be forth-
coming under the contract number listed in the citation. (Note the entry "Reports Expected" in the eighth line of
suinjiary.)

I
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70W70120 511-57-04
ADVANCED TURBOPROP PROGRAM - FLIGHT TEST
SCHWEIKHARD,0 w. G. 805-258-3311
NATIO14AL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. HUGH L. DRYDEN FLIGHT

RESEARCH CENTER, EDWARDS, CALIF.
THlE OBJECTIVE IS TO DEVELOP AND DEMONSTRATE BY FLIGHT TESTS THE

TECHNOLOGY FOR ADVANCED TURBOPROP PROPULSION SYSTEMS HAVING HIGH
PROPULS ION EFFICIENCIES AT CRUISE SPEEDS AND ALT [TUBES UP TO MACH 0.8
AND 35t000 FEET. THIS TECHNOLOGY COULD PROVIDE FUEL SAVINGS OF 20% TO
25% RELATIVE TO CURRENT HIGH-BYPASS TURBOFAN ENGINES WHILE MEETING
RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTAL AND ENVIRONMENTS NOISE CONSTRAINTS. A
TWO-FEET DIAMETER SCALE MODEL OF AN ADVANCED HIGH TIP SPEED PROPELLER
olt.LL BE INSTALLED ON A SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT CAPABLE OF FLYING MACH .8 AT
30,000 FEET ALTITUDE. MICROPHONES WILL BE PLACED ON WING AND FUSELAGE,
AND ACOUSTIC FLIGHT TEST WILL B3E PERFCRMEO TO OBTAIN NEAR FIELD NOISE
CATA. A FEASIBILITY STUDY BY ONE OR MORE AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURERS WILL BE
PERFORMED TO INVESTIGATE THE VARIOUS APPROACHES TO EVALUATE ADVANCED
FULL-SCALE TURBOPROP ENGINES EITHER AS A TESTBED ENGINE OR AS A
REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING AIRCRAFT ENGINES.

/*FUEL CONSUMPTION/*PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE/*PROPULSIVE
EFFICIENCY/1.TURBOFAN ENGINES/*TURBOPROP ENGINES

ig.3 Example of RTOP computer search output

77KI222 (MOD-OD0)NAS3-20406 505-01-34.
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. LEWIS RESEARCH

CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
TRW SYSTEMS GROUP, REDCNDC BEACH, CALIF.
ANALYSES OF MOISTURE IN PCLYVPS AND COMPOSITES
UNCLASSIFIED MAY 31# 1977 / MAY 30, 1918
P1 B/GARDNER, M. P.
REPORTS EXPECTED
/*CARBON FIBER REINFORLED PLASIICS/*CARBON FIBERS/*CHEMICAL

6 ANALYSIS/*COMPOSITE MATERIALS/*EPCXY RESINS/*MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES/*MOISTURE/*MOISTURE CCNTENT/*PHYSICAL
PRDPERTIES/*PLASTICS/*POLYII'IDE RESINS/*POLYMERS/*REINFORCING
FIBERS/*THERMODYNAMIC PRCPERTIES

Fig.4 Emple of NASA Rk & I) contract file; computer search output

10.a.4 Research and Technology J11ork Unit iformalion Syvstem (VUMS

TIhe WUIS is the US Department of Defense counterpart of the NASA RTOP. NVUIS is af colle-tioln of tedlmeall)
orllutcd summris drcb s~%r'biIg resardl aind tejinolo1g) p~rojetN tmrruntl3 fin progress at the woruk unit level. Ti, d,itai
banuk millists of 20,000 .1atrv and abut 90,000 terminated or winplered summaries. Through this subfil, Ilialiagers and

ririer la rellinll abreast of researdi that is ..rrendly being pwifornied mid to assure that rcseardi effortb k,id Jow.,
nitation) .1k not 41nmg duplwated. Sumiiniarics induldc I)rojc~t ubjc'.tivC, funduis datai, %,urrunt stat~us, ,oiirat. if giant

K informla luon, performing organlitttns and names of kei )ersunnel and telephione, numbers. This is at free sencr~ toK registeredl US Government organizations and their asse. ed Contractors and subcontractors.

11. STAFFING, QUALIFfICATIONS, AND TRAINING

I I .I lkdeadI) , wit h funds perilnuttinge, thle a%.quisit ious fmiitioaoi ld be Staiffed %V itl fiveC eInPlo eCs %% Iti the T ehinal
Duo.iiit E~ alutator. ImIenItI0oned earlier, Ii hage of (lit. groul) Of life at iyAblirtmaided positioni desa.iptioiis followv.

11,13 Tedhnical Do cumen t Evaiatfor

111C T"11111"11.i lDotuiici Evaluator is responsible (fo the ovraill a~ji~ingeffort, iniu1tding thle %dIrC% I pe
ision of tile .ijiiin ru.Prelabil3 , (lie Liautroirl a erei egneig h ms imlt30

IIformlatio lul.ienie (irth a nliulor In 1 lqi35i, icinstr) or mdthemmmadtks.) with at muumuimin of Fve ) Cars of progri-mel)
responsiibl ice~ 011 Onumre yearsN e.xpermcnux workig with ilutoimted sy steliis would bic helpful. lIlost -.0twir

lnguage andl a good wvorkingi knowliedge of the Enlglish lnguage are umadatory. Supvibory and mmmagemw ma il~ity niubt
have been denionstrated.
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11.1.2 Assistant Techluical Docutnent Faluator

lie qualifications for this position tire the same as above, but to a slightly lesser degree. A minimum uf three years
I of progresslely responsible experience and a minimum o r vno eor of experience lth automned systems wvould be

• hielfi l.

S1. .3 SenforAcquislatoner

The Senior Acquisitioner selects and procures reference nmaterials for acquiring technical documents. Must be able
to scan accession lists, bibliographies, and abstract Journals for relevant material for the dam base system. A college

- degree, preferably in the subjects in 11.1.1 above, and previous experience in document processing activities and a
working knowldge in two or more languages, including English, are desirable.

11.1.4 Acquisitions Clerks

i Two Acquisition Clerks with typing capability are required for meticulous recordkeeping. Typing capability of
50 words per minute and a working knowledge eof the host country and the English language are mandatory.

11.2 Initially, on tie job training could consist of concentrated reading and scanning of abstract journals, accession
lists, and bibliographies found in large technical libraries. This should be followed by orientation tours of nearby technical
libraries or larger Information processing systems such as ESA in Frascati, Italy, ZLDI in Germany, and the International
Nutear Information System in Vienna. The actual witnessing of an ongoing operation is often the best training
technique available.

i,
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Appendix 1

NASA, ,SA, ZL.DI, AND COSATI -

SUBJECT' CATEGORIES

ACERONAUTIcs ASTRONAUTICS

t,7.01 Aeronautics (General) 12 Astronautics (General)

For extraterrestrial xploration see 91 Lunar and
02 Aerodynamics Planetary Exploration.

Includes aerodynanics of bodies, combinations,
wings, rotors, and control surfaces; and internal flow in 13 Astrodynanuics
ducts and turbomachinery. IWtiLudes powered and free-flight trajcctoiies; and

For related information see also 34 Fluid orbit and launching dynamics.
Mechanics and Ileat Transfer.

14 Ground Support Systems and Facilities (Space)
03 Air Transportation and Safety Includes-launch complexes, research and

Includes passenger and cargo air transport production facilities, ground support equipment, e.g.,
operations; and aircraft accidents, mobile transporters; and simulators.

For related information see also 16 Space Trans- For related information see also 09 Research and
portation and 85 Urban Technology and Transportation. Support Facilities (Air).

04 Aircraft Communications and Navigation 15 Launch Vehicles and Space Vehicles
Includes digital and voice communication with Includes boosters, manned orbital laboratories,

aircraft; air navigation systems (satellite and ground reusable vehicles, and space stations.
based); and air traffic control.

For related information see also 17 Spacecraft 16 Space Transportation
Communications, Command and Tracking and 32 Includes passenger and cargo space transportation,
Communications. e.g., shuttle operations; and rescue techniques.

For related information see also 03 Air Transporta-
05 Aircraft Design, Testing and Performance tion and Safety and 85 Urban Technology anti

Includes aircraft simulation technology. Transportation.
For related information see also 18 Spacecraft

Design, Testing and Performance and 39 Structural I 7 Spacecraft Communications, Command anrd
Mechanics. Tracking

Includes telemetry; space communications
06 Aircraft Instrumentation networks; astronavigation; and radio blackout.

Includes cockpit and cabin display devices, and For related information see also 04 Aircraft
flight instruments. Communications and Navigation and 32

For related information see also 19 Spacecraft Communications.
Instrumentation and 35 Instrumentation and
Photography. 18 Spacecraft Design, Testing and Performance

Includes spacecraft thermal and environmental
07 Aircraft Propulsion and Power control; anid attitude control.

lncludes prime propulsion systems and systems For life support systems see 54 Man/System
components, e.g., gas turbine engines and compressors, Teihnology and Life Support. For related information
and on-board auxiliary power plants for aircraft. see also 05 Aircraft Design, Testing and Performance

For related information see also 20 Spacecraft and 39 Structural Mechanics.
Propulsion and Power, 28 Propellants and Fuels, and 44
Energy Production and Conversionl. 19 Spacecraft Instrumentation

For related information see also 06 Aircraft
08 Aircraft Stability and Control Instrumentation ai1d 35 Instrumentation and

Includes aircraft handling qualities: piloting; Photography.
fnight controls; and autopilots.

20 Spacecraft Propulsion and Power
09 Research and Support Facilities (Air) Includes mnahil propulsion systems and components,

Includes airports, hangars and runways, aircraft e.g., rocket engines, and spacecraft auxiliary power
repair and overhaul facilities; wind tunnels; shock tube sources.
facilities; and engine test 'locks. For related Information see also 07 Aircraft

For related information see also 14 Ground Propulsion and Power, 28 Propellants and Fuels, and 44
Support Systems and Facilities (Space). Energy Production and Conversion.

L ,______ ~- -



CIIIEMISTlY AND MATERIALS 36 Lasers and Masers
SIncludes parametric amplifiers.

23 Chemistry and Materials (General)
Includes blochemistry and organic chemistry. 3 7 Mechanical Engineering

lncludes auxiliary systems (non-power); machine
24 Composite Materils elements and processes; and mechanical equipment.

38 Quality Assuraiice and Reliability

25 Inorganic and Physical Chemistry Includes product sampling procedures and
Includes chemical analysis, e.g., Jhromatography; techniques; and quality control.

combustion theory; electrochemistry; and
photochemistry. 39 Structural Mechanics

For related information see also 77 Includes structural element design and weight
Thermodynamics and Statistical Physics. analysis; fatigue; and thermal stress.

For applications see 05 Aircraft Design, Testing
26 Metallic Materials and Performance and 18 Spaceciaft Design, Testing and

Includes physical, chemical, and mechamical Performance.-j properties of metals, e.g., corrosion; and metallurgy.

27 Nonmetallic Materials GlEOSVIENCES
Includes physical, chemical and mechanical

properties of plastics, elastomers, lubricants, polymers, 42 Geosciences (General)
textiles, adhesives, and ceramic materials.

43 Earth Resources
28 Propellants and Fuels Includes remote sensing of earth resources by

Includes rocket propellants, igniters, and oxidizers, ,irraft and space raft, photogranmetry and aerial
storage and handling; and aircraft fluels. photography.

For related information see also 07 Aircraft For instrumentation see 35 Instrumentation and
Propulsion and Power, 20 Spacecraft Propulsion and Photography.
Power, and 44 Energy Production and Conversion.

44 Energy Production and Conversion
Includes specific energy conversion systems, e.g.,

ENGINEERING fuel cells and batteries; global sources of energy; fossil
fuels; geophysical convermion; hydroelectric power; and

31 Engineering (General) wind power.
Includes vacunu technology; control engineering, For related infoi nation bee also 07 Aircraft

display engineering; and cryogenics. Propulsion and Power, 20 Spacecraft Propulsion and
Power, 28 Propellants and Fuels, and 85 Urban

32 Communications Technology and Transportation.
Includes land and global communications;

comlnwncations theory; and optical communications. 45 Environment Pollution
For related information see also 04 Aircraft Includes air, noise, thermal and water pollution,

Conmunications and Navigation and 17 Spacecraft environmnent monitoring, ,ind on tantint ion Loncrol.
• omnunications, Command ad Tracking. 46 Geophysics

33 Electronics and Electrical Engineering Includes aeronomy, upper and lower atmospherc
Includes test equipment and maintainability, studies, ionospheriL' and magnetospheric physics, and

components, e.g., tunnel diodes and transistors; micro- geomagnetism.
miniaturization; and integrated circuitry. For space radiation see 93 Space Radiation.

For related information see also 60 Computer
Operations and Ilardware and 76 Solid-State Physics. 47 Meteorology and Climatology

Includes weather forecasting and modification.
34 Fluid Mechanics and Ileat Transfer

Includes boundary layers; hydrodynamics; fluidics; 48 Oceanography
mass transfer; and ablation cooling. Includes biological, dynamic and physical

For related information see also 02 Aerodynamics oceanography, and marine resources.
and 77 Thermodynamics and Statistical Physics.

35 Instrumentation and Photography L IFE SCIENCES
Includes vilnote sensors; measuring instruments

and gages; detectors; cameras and photographic 51 Life Sciences (General)
supplies; and holography. Includes genetics.

For aerial phlotography see 43 Earth Resources,
For related information see also 06 Aircraft Instrumenia- 52 Aerospace Medicine

lion and 19 Spacecraft Instrumentation. Includes ph,sologica, faetrrs, 'iotogica! effects
or radiation; and wveightlessness.
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53 Behavioral Sciences 73 Nuclear and Iligh-Energy Physics
'Includes psychologi.al factors, individual and Includes elementary and nuclear particles, and

group behavior; crew training and evaluation, and reactor theory.
psychiatric research. For space radiation see 93 Space Radiation.

54 Man/System Technology and life Support 74 Optics
Includes human engineering; ioioteclinology; and Includes light phenomena.

space suits and protective clothing.
75 Plasma Physics

55 Planetary Biology Includes inagtleohydrodynamics and plasma
Includes exobiology; and extra-terrestrial life. fusion.

For ionospheric plasmas see 46 Geophysics. For
space plasmas sce 90 Astrophysics.Kt MATIEMATICAL AND COMPUTER SCIENCES
76 Solid-State Physics

51 Mathematical and Computer Sciences (General) Includes superconductivity.! i For related information see also 33 Electronics and

, {60 Computer Operations and hardware Electrical Engineering and 36 Lasers and Masers.

Includes computer graphics anld data processing.
For components see 33 Electronics and Electrical 77 Thermodynamics and Statistical Physics

Engineering. Includes quwntunm mechanics; and Bose and Fermi
statistics.

61 Computer Programming and Software For related information see also 25 Inorganic and
Includes computer programs, routines, and Physical Chemistry and 34 Fluid Mechanics and HeatV algorithms. Transfer.

62 Computer Systems
Includes computer networks. SOCIAL SCIENCESU

63 Cybernetics 80 Social Sciences (General)
Includes feedback and control theory. Includes educational matters.
For related information see also 54 Man/System

Technology and Life Support. 81 Adminhistration and Management
Includes management planning and research.

64 Numerical Analysis
Includes iteration, difference equations, and 82 Documeniation and Information Science

numerical approximation. Includes information storage and retrieval
technology: micrography; and library science.

65 Statistics and Probability For computer documentation see 61 Computer
Includes data sampling and smoothing; Monte Programming and Software.

Carlo method, and stochastic processes.
83 Economics and Cost Analysis

66 Systems Analysis Includes cost effectiveness studies.
Includes mathematical modeling; network analysis;

and operations research. 84 Law and Political Science
Includes space law; international law; inter-

67 Theoretical Mathematics national cooperation; and patent policy.
Includes topology and numlber theory.

85 Urban Technology and Transportation

Includes applications of space technology to urban
PIYSICS problems; technology transfer; technology assessment;

and surfa-ce and mass transportation.
70 Physics (General) For related infornation see 03 Air Transportation

For geophysics see 46 Geophysics. For astro- and Safety, 16 Space Transportation, and 44 Energy
physics see 90 Astrophysics. Fur solar physics see 92 Production and Conversion.
Solar Physics.

71 Acoustics SPACE SCIENCES
Includes sound generation, transmission, and

attenuation. 88 Space Sciences (General)
For noise pollution see 45 Environment Pollution.

89 Astronony
72 Atomic nd Moecular Physics Includes radio and gamna-ray astronomy; celestial

Includes atomic structure anJ moiccular spectra. meclanics; and astrometry.



90 Astrophysics 93 Space Radiation
,Includes cosmology, and interstellar and inter- Includes cosmic radiation, and inner and outer

planetar gases e ut arth's radiation belsts.
For biological effects of radiation see S2 Atcospace1 ~91 Lunar and Planctiry Exploration Medicine. For theory see 73 Nuclear and I Iigh-Energy

Includes planetology;, and manned and unmanned Physics.

fli-ghts.
For spacecraft design see 18 Spacecraft Design,

Testing and Perto-rmanice. For space stationts see I5 GENERAL
Launch Vehicles and Space Vehicles.

92 Solar Physics 
9Geea

Includes solar activity, solar flares, solar radiation
and sunspots.

COSATI - SUBJECT FIELD AND GROUP STRUCTURE

Field 1. Aeronautics. Indudes the following Groups. Aerody nii'~.s, Azronautiks, Aiiraft F~light Control and
Instrumentation, Air Facilities.

Field 2. Agriculture. In-dutdes the following Groups. Agriulitutal Chemistry, Agmiultural Ewoonitcs, Agti%.tltural
Engineering-, Agronomy and Horticulture; Animal Husbandry; Forestry.

Field 3. Astronomy and Astrophysics. Indudes the foh, , ing Groups. Astronomy, Astrophy si"., Celestial Mclianiws.

Field 4. Atmospheric Sciences. Includes the following Groups. Atmospheric Physics, Meteorology.

Field 5. Behavioral and Social Sciences. Inludes. the following Groups. Adnimiistiatioii and Managcnient, Dot.wnenta
tin and Information 'Lchinology , Eonomics, History, Law, and Political S~ience, Iltuman Fautors Engineering,
Hu~manities, Linguistits, Man -iadmie Relations, Ptersonnel &elco.ion, Training, and EValIuation, PSY- JIgy (mndiida
and Group Behavior); Sociology.

Field 6. Biological and Medical Sciences. InduItdes the followving Groups. Bio.,hemistry . Bioengineering, Biology,
Bionics, Clinical Medicine, Environmental Biology, Es~ape, Rescute, and Surxival, Fod, Ilygiene andl SanitaIton,
Indastrial (O.--lpational) Mlediiine, Life Support, Medkical and Hospital Equipment, Mic-robiology, Personnel Sec;tion
and Maintenance (Medtic-a!), Pharmiacology, Physiology, Protective Equipnient, Raditobiology , Stress Physiology,
Toxicology-, Weapon Effccts.

Field 7. Chiemistry. Iiudes the following Groups. Chemical E~ngineering, Inorganic Chemistry, Organic. Climistry,
Physical Chemistry, Radio and Radiation Chemistry.

Field 8. Earth Sciences and Oceanography. Includles the flwn rus ilga ~m rpy atgal
Dynanuc Oceanography, Geochemistry, Geodecsy, Geography, Geology and Mlineralogy, IlydrloIgy an1d Linology,
Mining Enginering, Physical Oceanography , Seismology , Snow, Ice, and Permlafrost, Soil Mechanics, T*errestrial
Magnetism.

Field 9. Electronics and Electrical Engineering. Includes the following Groups. Components, Computers, Elec'troucl
and ElectricJ- Engineering; Informition Theory; Subsystems; and Telemetry.

Field 10. Energy Coniversion (Non-proptilsive). Includes the follow jug Gm otips, Comversion ehnmlus Power Sources,
Energy Storage.

Field 11. Materials. Inciludes the following Groups. Adhecsives and Seals, Ceramics, Refiaclories, and Glasses, Coatings,
Colorants, and F-i ihs, Composite Materials, rihers aad extiies, metalhargy andi Metallograplii , Mtiscellanleouits
Maiterials, Otis, Luibricants, andl Ilydraulit. Fluids, Plastics, Rubber, Solvents, Clec,,crs, and Abrasives, Wood and Paper
Products.

Field 12. Mathematical S&iences. In-citid b. the follovv ing Groups. Mathematics and Statisti%-, Operafions Research.

Field 13. Mechianical, Indrtstrial, C&- 'H, and Maritie Engineering. Includeb thie following Groups. Ali Conditioning,
IHeating, Lighting, and Ventilaiting, Civil Engineering, Constrtionl Equipmient, Materials, and Supplies, Containet.nmand
Packaging, coiplimg,, Fitting, -rasteners, and Joints,, Ground Transportation Ekquipment, I I) drauilk and Pneumllatic
Equipment, lndustriAd Proces)ses, Macwhiner) and TUools, Marinle Engineering, Pumps, Filters, Pipes, Fittings, Tuibinig, aid
Valves; Safety Engineering;, Structural Engineering.
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Field 14, Methods and Equipment. Includes the following Groups. Cost 1.ffectivenebs, Laboratories, Test Factlitir-N,
and Test Equipment; Recording Devices; Reliability; Reprogiaphy.

I Field IS Military Sciences. Includes the following Groups. Antisubmarine Warfare, Chemical, Biological, and Radio-J logical Warfare, Defense, Intelligence, Logistics, Nuclear Warfare, Operations, Strategy, and ladics.

-/ ieldl 16. Missile Technology. Includes the following Groups. hibsilc Launching and Group Support, MissileI 'rr:qectoiies; Mfissile Warhicads and Fuses; Missiles.

Field I? Navigation, Commnunicationss, Detection, and Countermeasures. Includeb thc rollowving Groups. Atoi'stic
Detection; Conmmunications, Direction Findiaig, Elect mmagne t i- and Aioustic. Countermeasures, Infrared and Ultra-
violet Detection; Mangnetic Detection, Navigation and Guidance, Optical Detekction, Radar Detection, Seismnic Detection.

Field 18, Nuclear Science and Technology. Includes the following Groups. Fusion Devices (Thermionuclear), Isotopes,
Nuclear Explosions, Nuclear Instrumentation, Nuclear Powver Plants, Radiation Shielding and Pi'otection, Radioactive
Wastes and Fission Products, Radioactivity , Reactor Engineering and Operation, Reactor Matecials, Reactor Physics,
Reactors (Powver); Reactors (Non-power); SNAP Technology.

Field 19. Ordnice. Includes the followving Groups. Ammunition, Explosives, and Pyrotechnics, Bombs, Combat
Vehicles, Explosions, Ballistics, and Armor, Fite Control and Bombing S1 stems, Guns, Rockets, Underwater Ordnance.

Field 20. Physics. Includes the followving Groups. Acoustics, Crystallography, Electricity and Magnetism, Fluid
Mechanics, Masers and Lasers, Optics, Particle Accelerators, Particle Pliysics, Plasma Physics, Quantum rTheory, Solid
Mechanics, Solid-state Physics; Thlermodynamics; IVv Prpg0 in

4 Field 21 Propulsion and Fuels. Includes the following Groups. Air-breathing Engines, Combustion and Ignition,
Electric Propulsion; Fuel, Jet and Gam Turbinie Engines, Nuclear Propulsion, Reciprocating Engines, Rocket Motors
and Engines; Rocket Propellants.

Field 22 Space Technology. Includes the followving Groups. Astronaitics, Spacecraft, Spacecraft Trajectories and
Reentry; Spacecraft Launch Vehicles andl Ground Support.
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Appendix 2

SELECTED DEFINITIONS & ACRONYMS

Acquisition (AGARD-AG- 182-Pt-I)
Same as accession.
(I) A document or piece of information that-has been added to a collection.
(2) The process of procuring a document for a collection.

Analytical Entry (AGARD-AG-182-Pt-!)
An entry in a catalogue, bibliography, or index for an item in a document, including a reference for that document.

Case File (Author-supplied)
A file consisting of the archival accessioned documeiat or its surrogate and all related processing papers. Case file
folders are filed in numerical sequence by series.

COM (Worldwide)
Computer Output Microfilm- microfilm containing data, produced by a recorder from computer-generated electrical
signals.

Corporate Source (or Corporate Author) (AGARD-AG-182-Pt-!)
The group or corporation responsible for the publication of a book or document.

COATI (USA)
Committee on Scientific and Technical Information

Document (AGARD-AG-182-Pt-i)
A record in any form from which information may be derived, e.g., a page containing data, a graphic representation,
a tape recording, or a book.

Document surrogate (Author-supplied)
A condensed record to represent a document in printed form, in microform, or in a machine-readable medium
containing bibliographic data for a citation and abstract or contents note.

Duplicates (Author-supplied)
A bibliographic duplicate is an exact replica of another in content.
A pseudo-duplicate, found mostly in periodicals or serials, is an article by the same author, on the same subject but
with some differences such as date, length, etc., as compe.red to another article. In some cases the title is modified
or tailored to fit the serial in which the article is to be published.
A translation duplicate is a translation of a report or an article into another language.

DDC (DOD/USA)
Defense Documentation Center

DOD (USA)
Department of Defense

DRIC (UK)
Defence Research Information Centre

DSIS (Canada)
Defence Scientific Information Service

EAPA (ERDA/USA)
Energy Abstracts for Policy Analysis

ERA (ERDA/USA)
! Energy Research Abstracts

ERDA (USA)Energy Research and Development Administration

ESA E(Europe)
Eurpea SpceAgency

Li - A!-L
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GPO(USA))
GPO Government Prijtting Office (USA)

GRAI (NTIS/USA)

Govc-nment ReportsAnnoUn'etnent & Index

IAA (USA)

International Atieopace Abstracts

KWIC (AGARD-AG- I 82-Pt-2)
Keyword in Conc'tt inde.x. A listing, usually of document titles in which each significant word is shown in
alphabetical o,,dJo in a column, wIth s.ome context which may precede and follow it.

NASA (USA)
Natonal Aeronautics and Space Administration

NRP (SSIE/USA)
Notice of Research Projects

NSA (ERSA/IISA)

Nuclear Science Abstracts (superseded by EAPA and ERA - see defindtions above)

NTIS (USA)
National Technical Information Service

RTOP (NASA/USA)
Research and Technology Objectives and Plans (Summary)

SSIE (USA)
Smithsonian Scientific Information Exchange

STAR (NASA/USA)
Scientific and Technical Aerospae Reports

Text Search (Author-supplied)
Text Search is a computer technique to retrieve documnct records based on natural languagu - the natural language
used for duplicate starclling is normally limited to the title,

TRC (UK)
Technology Reparts Centre. R&D Abstracts.

WUIS (DOD/USA)
Work Unit Information Systenm

ZLDI (FRG)
Zentralstelle hir luft- und Raunmfalbrt-Dokumentation und Infonnation.

SI



App~tndix 3

SELE.CTED ADDRESS LIST FOR DOCUMENT PROCURENIENT*

Australia Centre de )'ocumenlation de l'Armemient.

Set-vice 314 Albert.Street 7S996 Paris Arintts, France
East Melbourne, VIC jOO2, Australia

Germany, Federal Republic of
Austria Bundesministeriurn fOr Forschung

Intenmational Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) mid Tcchnologie (BhMF'T)
P.O. Box 590 Postfach 120370
A-l 0ll, Vienna, Austria 5300 Bonn 12

Library of tht University of TechnologyFerlRpulcoGrmn
t Karsplaz 13Physikalische lBerichtc
Viapat 13 us i i. lls. c/o Physikalische Technisehe

Bundeszinstalt
Belgium D-2-3, Braunschiweig, Bundesallee 100

itCentre National do Documentation Germany
Scientifique et Technique (C-NDST) Technische Inforniationsbibliothek

*1 ~~~Boulevard de l'Eipereur 4 Wle~re
B-lOGOfegite BIses B~lii
B-100 Brssel, BegiumD-3000 Hanover 1, Germany

Von RKirmin Institute for Fluid Dyamics etasel ~ nl xi aifht

~si KI iti~pdokumentation und 'information
Chai~~5ed Watrloo 72/o Fachinforniationszentrum Energie,

B-1640 Rhode.-Saint-Gen~se, BelgiumPisiMheaiGblV~~Phsk Defencei Scenifcinorato
Canada Kernforschungszentrum

7514 Egg'enstein-Lcopoldshafen2

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KAI 0K2Ial
ESA-Space Documentation Service

Information Canada ESRIN
Canadian Governnent Printing Bureau Via Galileo Galilci
45 Sacred Htart Boulevard 00044 Frascati (Rome) Italy

hull Quec, anad KIA057NATO SACLANT Antisubmnarine Warfa~re
Inenf-w. Cvil Aviation Organization Research Centru
U brmy SACLANTCEN Scientific & Technical Information
1080 University Street Viale Sas Bartolomeo 400
Montreal 10 1, 11. Qjo., Canada 19026 LU Spezia, Italy

University, of Calgar Japant
Infornnation Systems, Library, U&NICISNainlArsceLbatr
2920-24 Avenue, N. Ntoa eopae.brtr

Calgary, Alberta, Cnaida T2N t N4 Library
1880 iindaiii machi, Chofu shi

DenmarkTokyo, Japan
Atomnic Energy Research Establishment U

Risrar Commission of the European Communities
Libo ra r sil emr European Nuclear Documentation Service (ENDS)
RioirrokdlDnur 29 Rue Aldringen

Finland

Helsinki University of TechnologyNeeras
Library DSM, Centrale Bibliothek
SF 02150O Otaniemi, Finland 11.O. Box '-S

FranceGeleen, The Netherlands

Aluminum Pechiney Eindhoven University of Technology
Service Documentation Library
Centre de Recherches P.O. Box 5 13
B.P,24 3S340-Voreppe, France Eitnd-oven, il1c Netherlands

Eu1ropean Translationts Centre (ETC)
r or a more detailed IbtIng, see Reference 9 in Appenifix 6 Doelenstraat 101

of tis pper.Deltft, The Netherlands
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Netherlands (continued) United States
Tecimisch Document-tie-on Informatle-Centrum American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
voor do Krijgsmacht (TDCK) Technical Information Service

The Haguc, The Netherlands 750 Third Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017

South Africat , Commissioner of Patents
Council for Sciantific & Industrial Rwearch (CSIR) oSsie Offi e
P.O. Box 395 US Patent office

Washington, DC 20231
Pretoria, S.Africa 0001

Department of Agriculture
Sweden National Agricultural Library

Atronautical Researh Institute of Sweden (FFA) Beltsville, MD 20705
Library Department of Energy

. Box 11021Box 11 Technical Information Center
5'' -161 11 ~romina 11, Sweden ~Bx6i:P.O. Box 62
Research Institute of Natioal Defence (FOA) Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

John Crerar library80, Sweden National Translations Center

Royal Institute of Technology (RIT) 35 West 32nd St.
SLibrary-Documentation Department Chicago, Illinois 60616

S-1 0044 Stockholm, Sweden library of Congress
Science and Technology Division

United Kingdom Washington, D.C. 20540
AERE, Harwell, UK
Heat Transfer &'Fluid Flow Service National Aeronautics and Space Adrminstration
-ITES Bldg., 392 AERE, Harwell, Didcot. Scientific and Technical Information Office (NST-10)
Berkshire, UK Washington, D.C. 20546

: Aircraft Research Establishment NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility
Manton Lane P.O. Box 8757
Bedford MK 41 7PF, UK B.W.I. Airport, MD 21240

British Library Lending Division National Library of Medicine
Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire Bethesda, MD 20014
UK National Technical Information Service

Cranfield Institute of Technology 5285 Port Royal Road
Library Springfield, VA 22161
Cranfield, Bedford, UK Pendragon House, Inc.

Defence Research Information Centre 899 Broadway Avenue
St Mary Cray, Orpington Redwood City, CA 94063
Kent BR5 3RE, UK Smithsonian Scientific Information Exchange
Geomchanics Information Center 1730 M Street, N.W.
imperial College of Science & Technology Washington, DC 20036
Rock Mechanics, Pfince Consort Road Superintendent of Documents
London SW7, UK US Government Printing Office
Her Majcsty's Stationery Office Washington, DC 20402
P.O. Box 569 US Geological Survey
London S.E.I, UK Bldg. 25, Denver Federal Center
Microinfo limited Denver, Colorado 80225
4 High St., Alton, Hampshire, US Geological Survey
GU34 IBA, UK 601 E. Cedar Avenue(UK Agent for NTIS) Flagstaff, Arizona 86002

Scientific Documentation Centre, Ltd US Geological Survuy
Halbeath House 345 Middle Field Road
Dunfermline, Fife, KY 12 OTZ, UK Menlo Park, CA 94025

Technology Reports Centre US Geological Survey
Orpington, Kent BR5 3RF 1033 General Services Administration Building
UK Washington, DC 20242
University Microfilms, Lid. University Microfilms
Tylems Green A Xerox Company
London, UK 300 North Zeeb Road

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106

4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-



Appendix 4

V, SAMILE REQUEST FORM FOR AUTOMATIC DISTRIBUTION

NI REPLY REFER TO:

IleI

Gentlemen:

The would appreciate
9 I receiving two copies of the fornal scientific and technical reports

to be issued subsequently under the following contract:

We believe that slubject reports will contribute greatly to the basic
knowledge necessary in the research and development programs under
way in and will result in comparable feed back to your programs.

The reports should be addressed as follows:

We wish to assure you that the reports will be handled and safeguarded
in accordance with the security andlor administrative markings which
are carried on them individually or collectively.

Your cooperation in effecting this distribution will be appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

V
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Section 2

D)ESCRIPTIVE CATALOGING

by

Barhzica P.Gladdl
Olga G.Luchaka

I IDefenso Doctimentation Center

ABSTRAC1'

'The functions and purposes of descriptive cataloging ats applied to p~rocessing technical
report literature are defined and tile comparative merits of manual vs. automated systems are,
discussed. 1Te (descriptive data clenments are listed an~d guidelines presented for their
em~ploymenit inl thle implementation of a system~. The presentation draws heavily onl thle
consolidated experience of large documentation centers inl tile United States anid is designed
to apply to either a system~ presently automanted or wh~ich may be automated inl the future.
'Mhe personn~el and staffing considerations are (liscussed. Th~is section is primarily concerned
with the (lata elements requiredl In processing technical reports, although~ It does contain

£ a conversion table to indicate the relationship to data elements uised inl convenltional cataloging.
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1. INTRODUCTION

I I "The prime function of secondary information services is to inform their users of the existence of relevant

documents, and to provide this information in such a form as . enable the user (a) to retrieve relevant references (b) to
assess the likely value of the documents referred to and (c) tW obtain original documents on the basis of tile references
given "I Descriptive cataloging is the tool for accomplishing this service, It can be defined as that part of the cataloging
process which completely describes and identifies a report document or book, the objectives being "(I) to state the
significant features of an item with the purpose of distinguishing it from other items and describing its scope, contents,
and bibliographic relation to other items: (2) to present these data in an entry %,hich can be integrated with the entries
for otier items in the catalog and which will respond best to the interests of most users of the catalog."2

I I I This can best be accomplished by selecting and recording those itens of information about a picce of literature
that will uniquely identify it, and including those items of information in indexes so they will be retrievable. Indexes can
be cumulated for any type of data deemed desirable by the user, for example, report number, personal author, or date.

1 2 This description of a piece of literature may be called bibliographk, description, bibliographic record, reference, a
citation, or a unit record It is essential that this unit record be compiled in a uniform way. Lack of uniformity by
catalogers in the selection and arrangement of entries for the document unit record is one of the prime causes of
inefficiency in any document retrieval system.

1 3 The items of information thus collected are variously referred to as data elements, descriptive elements, cataloging
elements or bibliographic elements. For consistency in this woik, the term "data elements" will be used to refer to
information which is to be cataloged.

2. FUNCTIONS AND PURPOSES OF BIBLIOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

2 1 The primary function cf bibliographic description is to provide an accurate and specific record of the data elements
that uniquely identify a documen t The record should give all those data elemaents that permit the user to distinguish
hetween two similar publications. For example, there might be in the same file two editions of a report. The editions

would carry the same author, title and issuing source, but the differing dates of publication would enable the user to
identify the later version. The number of data elements needed for this purpose is not large.

2 / I An additional purpose is to provide information about the document needed by the users. While a duLument can

le uniquely identified with a limited number of data elements, the users frequently want to have information about the
document without tile necessity of consulting the document itself. The kind and degree of supplemental infornation
included in the bibliographical description will depend on the nature of the documents and on the requirements of the
users Paligraph 4 2 lists some data elements which have been found useful by some organizations, however, other
organizations may have needs that require the addition of other types of information.

2,2 The data provided about the document should be in standardized form, for ease of use.. The user of a file of biblo-
graphic records will expect to find like kinds of inforniation presented in like man, r. For example, lie will expect to
find ain author's name always given as "Smith, Charles T," rather than "Charles T.Smith," when it appears as a main
entry Furthermore, lie might expect to find the principal author's name always occupying the same place on a catalog
card.

3 Retrieval points must be established for certain items of informationa which are used both in the bibliographic
"1'scription of a document and in tile preparation of indexes for the retrieval of documents. If the bibhographic records
arc being used in a card catalog, a specific record may be found in various parts of the catalog filed according to specific
items of information found on the catalog card, e.g., the persotal author, the corporate author, the title, the report
number In a multiple approach catalog, on. entry is a good as another in locating a work, and the designation of
entries as being "main" or "added" serves little purpose.

2 ? I As mentioned above, it is essential that this information be supplied in a standanized, consistent way so that
like items will file with like in a card catalog and so that retrieval call by accomplished from a computer system.

3. METiODS OF INPUT

3 1 Descriptive cataloging was traditionally considered as the adtivity tht tesulted in a ,ard catalog produced by tylle-
written cards, hand filed. Today, with the increasing lse of computers, many bibliographic files are produced by the use
of inputting devices (e g, key-punch machines, on-lie teuninals) that girt. machine readable recoids. These records are
manipulated in a computer to give copy for a book ,catalog, or catalog ca& (which call then be hand-filedh, for, in the
case of more sophisticated systents, a computer file that can be searched oii line. Both methods of input have their hlinia-
tions and advantages.

I!
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I I Prdcto and iminteriaice ofa Card Catalog by tradhiina mcthiods is tinlie-ionsuminlfg and c2xpcliivu for lr~

could be mlanagedl with a1 millnium of tiained personnel and sophisticatedl eqIuipment.

?1 2 The principal advantage of a machine systemi is, of course, the speed with whichl the bibhlographllc referenc
becomes searchable andlor the printed cards become available for filing in the card i.tdog. The dlata "an be inumiiplated'I for many types of output One disadvanitage L the extrernz difficulty in retrieving Linless rigid stanuards of' Consistency
are followed in the selection of data elements fo. cataloging and in the formn in %% hinh the cataloging data arm entered into
the machine system, Prime disadvantages are the initial e\nshigher operating expenise and the necessity for trained
specialists New small computers requiring little training to operate and less initial i~xpunbc may be the answer for Nome
organizations.

3 5An adlditional reason for consistenicy, if indeed the-re need be any) other, is the possibility that the mainual system
of today will become automated in the futre. Therefore, it is prudent whlen developing manu11tal systems to designl thenm
for maximutm ease in conversion at at future data to auitomated systems. This canl easily be done by insistming from the

A outset onl a strict adlherence to all the format styles and standatrds of dat element entries. Needless to saty, it precludes

tlhe relaxation of these standard procedures regardless of the mecrits of anl individual case.

4. LIST OF DATA ELEMENTS

4 1 The concept of a data element is not one onl whidh there is unanimity. ile greatest inconsistecies result fromt
dlifferences in speciticity of the data included in one dlata element. Ani c.ample is the iiorniation in the imprint ot a

book In some s) ;tems the imprint would be a single datam element. In other systemls tile In formatio m01 ight be divided-4 among thiee dlata elements place of publication, niame of puLblisher, and date. Even a date can land itself to further
dlivision day, month, year. As noted earlier, in a marnal system, this miatier of specifivity does not matter. In anl
automatedl system, where each item must be standardized aind tagged, data elemntz, must be spetifically identified and

4 enteredi consistently. Examples of data elenerit lists c;urrently in use are UNISIST* and INIS**. The data elements
given in this manuial are those that apply lprimarily to uinpublished reports, rather than to the types of literature, i.e.,
books antI journals, normally found in conventional libraries. WVhile these data elements are- relatively specific, it shouild
be remembered that several canl be combined if that better mieets requirements of thie local cataloging system. ilhe ordler
in which the data elements are presented hias no particular signific.ance. If the cataloging is part of at manuali system that

uses a catalog card, the format of the card will determine the order in which the data elememits applear.

4.2 The list of data elements shown in Figure I constitutes an adlequate unlit record for miost types of sv-cintific and
technical literature commoinly cataloged by secondar) information smer cs. It is possible, of c.ourse, for at documeiit
to fall into several of thie categories listed. In that case, thie caltaloger w'ould indude an1y of tile datal elceet tit% .. were

~~ given onl the piece. The dlata elements are described in more d(ail in Paragraph 4.4.

4 3 It will be apparent immiediately to traditional documentalists that these elenients, many of which were established
by the Committee onl Scientific andi Technical Information (COSATI )1 4, dit not confurmn to standard libraiy cataloging
rules In cowortional cataloging, the elements listed in the COSATI Standards br Desitrijl C'ataloging of (Joiirnment
Scientific and Technical Eeports might be equated as followvs-$

C'OSA TI Element Equiv'alent in C'onventional Cataloging

-[Accessioni number Call (location) number or series nunmber
tCorporate author NMndn eintry, added entry, or piublisher andI place published
t~ritle Title statement or title addtedl entry

Descriptive note Subtitle
tPersonal author Main entry, added entry, or author statement

Date D~ate in the imprint statement
Pagination Number of pages in the collation stateinent

tKontract ntimber Note
t Report number Call (locetion) numb.er or series number

Availability Note
Supplementary note; Note
Security Classification Note

'United Nations Eduicational, Scientific and Cultural Organizatioin, Plarls.
Internatlonal Atomtlc Energy Agency, Vicnia.
Also Index entries In tie COSATI schemec.

_____4____________
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Unclassoed Reprints
Field Scichilfic & frwn

or Tag Classified Technical Published
Mumber Data Element Conferences Reports Reports Literature Translations Patents Books

01 Accession Number x x x x x x

02 Corporate Author xx x x x

03 Price x

04 Title (Unclassified) x x x x x x x

05 Conference Title x

06 Descriptive Note or
Subtitle x x x

07 Classification of Title x

08 Classified Title x

09 Author(s), Inventor(s) x x x x x x

10 Date of Publication x x x x x x x

II Date of Reclassification x

12 Pagination x x x x x x x

13 Report Numbers, Patents
ISBN, ISSN x x x x x

14 Contracts, Grants, Orders x x

15 Progr- Element, Projects,
Tasks, Work Units x x

16 Acronym of Government
or Military Sponsor x x

17 Report Number of
Government Sponsor x x

18 Security Classification of
Document x x x x x x x

19 Supplemental Information
or Notes x x x x xx x

20 Distribution Limitations x x

21 Availability Statements x x x x

22 Classification Authority X

23 Date of Declassification x

24 Translator ........ __

Z5 Code for Reclassification x

26 Code for Distribution/ -
Av.ailability x x x x x

27 Corporate Author Code x x x x x

Pig.I List of cataloging elements/types of documents

- ----
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4 ? I Although there is not a one-to-onie conversion between the two schemes, most of tie traditional entries could be

converted into C1SATI data elements if this is desired, or vice versa. However, since coventitonal cataloging would not
permit machine rewieval of many of the elements considered essential in sientifi. and technical report cataloging, it

would seem that a COSATI-type scheme v.ould he practical for a documentation Lenter specializing in unpublished
technical reports. In th- first place, this format or an adaptation of it is used iti the US by large processors such as
National Technical lnfor,' ation Service, Defense Documentation Center, Environmental Protection Agency, National
Aeronautics and Space Adnnistration and E, partment of Energy, as well as many speial libraries. It provides a standard
for bibliographic exchange thniugh interchange of tapes, already taking place. In addition, the COSATI panels have
published several guidelines and Mthcr instructional manuals. Those whidi ire germane to this presentation will be citeu
at the appropriate points.

4 3 2 Two principal differences betwe!n tie COSATI scheme and traditional cataloging are the-COSATI use of
- enrporate authors as inla- entries and the inclusion of various numbers that are mcaningful on reports of government or

privately sponsored research. Some identify ing nunbers that might apply to such documents, in addition to the data
* elements listed above, are Series number, Volume number, Issue number, Part number, Supplement number. Changenumber, Edition number, Abs.ract number, Bioliography aumber, Library ,ard number, ISBN*, ISSN**, Registration

number, Publisher's number, work identification number, dotunient serial number amid patent application nunaber.

4 3 By assigning different data element numbers (or field numbers) to those identifying numbers, they can beincluded or excluded for indexes as desired. They can, of ;ourse, also be in-Juded as part of other data elenent ields.

4.4 Definitions of Data Elements:

01 Accession Number. An accession number is assigned to an acquisition for purposes of control by the speLfic
orgainzation performing the cataloging. The number may be newly assigned, may be the accession number assigned by a
documentation center, or may be the document number issignCd either by the originating organization or the monitoring
organization, depending on the practice of the organization performing the cataloging.

02 Corporate Author. The corporate author is the name of the institutional or corporate body preparing the
report, or deemed responsible editorially/contractuall) for its content. While it does not necessarily have to be
considered the main entry, it will unquestionably be a major reference access point in either a manual or automated

system. A corporate author authority file is mandatory for maintaining -onsistency, and l)rovision for one should be
made whenever a new docutnent center is established. Existing standards suth as conventiunal rules - those established
by COSATI or any other combination useful to the local organization should be used, but it would be prudent to
provide at tile outset for machinability. Tliis call be done by assigning a multidigit numeric or other suitable code for
each source either for immediate or future use. The COSATI rules for corporate authors (sources) follow tle pattern out-
lined below and it is felt that with local improvisation they can be useful in filling the needs of many different types of
organizations.

(1) The geographic location of the body is always included.

(2) Only two organizational elements may be included.

(3) Tile order of the elements should be - largest element, place name, smallest element.

(4) US is omitted before government headings.

(5) The report series number can influence or govern the establishing of the name.

See Appeidix A for a morc extensive explanation of the COSATI rules for establishing corporate authors and

suggestions for setting up a corporate atuthor authority file.

03 - Price - may be omitted if not pertinent.

04 Title should usually be taken froit the title page. ror machine entry, it may be advisable to rearrange tile title
for consistency, and therefore, more successf.l retrieval. Some standards pra ticed by tile COSATI method are as hollows.

(a) If part of the title has subject content, and part is a descriptive note, use the true title as title followed by the
descriptive note. This data element may be cataloged as a separate data element in another field.

Example: Quar;erly Progress Report on Radar Tracking.
Use as title: Radar Tracking.
Quarterly progress report.

(a. 1) An exception to above would be a classified document on w hich the originator had indit.ated ain apparent
descriptive note as tile only unclassified title.

(a 2) A title should be meaningful, if possible, however, if only a descriptive note or subtitle is given, it may be

used as the title.

* Interatlonal Standard Book Number

* InternationalStandard Serial Niunber

r' -Al
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(b) Add punctuation to title to make the meaning clearer, but only when necessary.

( ) Dates appearing in t!e title should re;ain as displayed in 11!e leport's title.

(d) Tit*o of conferences, etc., may be rearranged to peinit more meaningful interfiling by deting the number of
the conference in tile beginning and adding the number in parentheses after the name uff the conference.

Example: Sixth Army hiuman Factors Conference becomes Army HIuman Factors Conference (6th).

(e) iandini' of nunbers in titles: When volume, part, book, etc., numbers appeai, use either Roman or Arabic
numerals as given on tie report. When the volume, part, book, etc., is spelled out in (he title, translite to Aiabic numbers.

Example: l)ocument wad: Volue '1. Book One.
Catla!og as: Volurne I11, Buott I.

(f) If the report is in a foreign-.. iguage and the title is given in both the native language and a foreign language, list
first the title given in the foreign language, followed by the title given in the native language enclosed in parentheses. If
part of the text of file report is in the native language, list fitst Ith, tiite given in the native language, followed by the title
given in the foreign language enclosed ht parentheses. If the text and ttle are only in a foreign language, the title should
be translated if possible, unless the t,tle is also the name of a foreign periodical. If the title is given in more than one
foreign language, use first the language that reflects the language of the text.

(g) Examples for Cataloging of roeign 1 itle.

Document Digest 1976. Volume 13, Number I (Bulletin Signaletique 1976. Volume 13, Numero 1).
Proceedings of the Symposium on the Oceanography and Fisheries Resources of the Tropical Atlantic.
Abidjan, 20-28 October 1966, Ivory Coast (Acres du Symposium sur I'Oceanographie et les
Ressources Helieutiques de I'Atlantique Tropical Abidjan, 20-28 Octobre 1966, Cote d'lvoire).

Ucber Forschungsarbeiten der DFVLR aufden Gebiet der Flugsicherleit (Flight Safety Work and
the DFVLR).

(h) Capitalization" A capital is used as the initial letter of all words in titles except prepositions, conjunctions,
articles and scientific names for plants and animals (may be modified to conform with national convention).

In scientific terminology, Latin names for plants and animals are shown in italic type. In typewritten papers, the
names are underscored. In either instance, for computer entry, enclose the scientific name with single quotation marks.
Commonly accepted usage by the scientific community is that the genus name is capitalized, and the species name is
lowereased:

'Rosa carolinlana'
'Styrax californica'
'R. catoliniana'

Subspecies and variations are also lowercased:

'Trogon Collaris puella'
Cypripedium parvlflorum' var. 'pubescens'

(i) Example for handling changes to basic documents. Use the title as shown on the basic document. Add
change number to title and report number. In supplemental note, Change 1 to ..............

AD.B017 17/2, 9/2
COMMAND AND CONTROL TECHNICAL CENTER WASHINGTON D C 77-12
JOINT OPERATION PLANNING SYSTEM (JOPS)
DEPLOYMENT DATA (DEPDA) FILE. USERS MANUAL
CHANGE 1.
26 OCT 76 65P REPT. NO.
CCTC.J7204.UM.DEPDA.CIIANGE I UNCLASSIFIED REPORT
CHANGE ! TO REPORT DATED I MAY 76, AD-B013 371L
DISTRIBUTION LIMITED TO US GOVT. AGENCIES
ONLY; TEST AND EVALUATION; 6 MAY 76. OTHER
REQUESTS FOR THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE REFERRED TO
DIRECTOR, COMMAND AND CONTROL I RCINICAL CENTER,
ATTN: CODE C327. WASHINGTON, D.C.20301.

05 Conference Title. Names of conferences should be entered in a standardized way, so all papers from
conference will file together.

06 Descriptive note or sub-title. May be included in the same data element with the title, or listed separately
in another field.
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lixamph~s:

Addehdum A to Final rept.
Bibliography
Contract rept.
Cornpttei systems manuial
Doctoral thesis
Final rept. (Part Q2, I Sep 74-31 Nflzr 75
Final engineering rept. for 1970
Final technical rept. 24 1e 73-23 Feb 74 on phase 2

Group study project
Master's thesis

I' Memorandum rept.
ilProgress rept. no 12 (Final)

QuatIeily prog .ss rept. no.4, I Mar-31 May 76
Report bibliography
Rept, no.4 (Annual)
Rept. no.5 (Final)
Research memo.
Research note for period ending 12 Jan 77
Research paper
Research rept.
Research study
Special publication
Special rept.
Supplement to interim rept. no.3
Technical document
Technical nino.
fechnical operating rept. for Jan 71
Technical publication
Techn!cal rept. on Phase 3

r Technical rept. no 2, 1 Jun 75-1 Jun 76

07 - Classification of Title. When the classification of a title uf a classified document is not indicated, the
iI cataloging organi7ation must determine whether it will consider it to be the same as the report itself or make ajudgement

in each individual case. Obviously the policy on this point must be made locally in accordance with local security
regulations.

08 - Classified Title, Classified titles may be listed on an n-line ystem with security safeguards, but not on catalog

I cards, unless the catalog is classified. When the only title given is classified, the card in an unclassified manual catalog
must show only "Classified Title" in the title space.

09 - Personal Author(s) This data element may include inventors, editors, or ny other persons responsible for a
work The number of authors may be limited by space or madhine entry in computer oriented systems. Titles or rank
of individuals may be included or excluded, as desired. Foren,,mes and surnames h. .e to be separately identified if, from
one input, the name is to be generated in nltural order (as in an author statement or author by-line) and in inverted
order (as in an index or entry in a catalog).

10 - Date of Publication. Dates may be given in a variety of forms, depending on local custom. The COSATI
format is, for example, 15 Dec 77. An all-number format night be used, for example, 151277.

II - Date of Next Reclassification. Some classification procedures require that documents be assigned a (late when
the security classification will again be considered for either continuation, downgrading or declassification. Control
records should be maintained for this purpose. More specific information on security controls is given in Appendix B
and also will be included in Section 10 of the manual.

12 - Pagination. COSATI differs from conventional cataloging in that all pages, including the cover, are counted
instead of counting the preface separately. One of the reasons for this is that the page count will conform with the
number of microfiche frames necessary to photograph the document. In cases where copies of the report are to be sold,
page count is frequently the basis for establishing the price.

13 - Report Numbers. As stated previously, there are many numbers which may be unique to a document and
would serve as a retrieval point. These might be listed together as one data element, or each type of number night be
a different data element, depending on iocal need.

14 - Contracts, grants, and work orders issued by government and official organizations (transfer of funds
information) may be cataloged either as the same data element or separately.

15 - The US Military Standard (MIL-SrD 847A)6 requires the entry of funding accountability numbecs (in the form
of Program Element, Project, Task and Work Unit numbers) on the report documen.ntion p.ige required for submission
with technical reports, both in-house and contracted. These are currently listed as part of the unit record in individual
fields.

V _ __ __ __ _
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16 Acronyms of the sponsoring government or military organization or headquarters, ui a national dotumentation
center, e.g., Defence Research Information Centre (DRIC), may be listed as a separate element.

I I Serial report numbers accompanying the acronyms listed above may be %.ataloged separately or with the
acronyms.

18 It ; im~perative that any cataloging record of a docurnwit carry the overal! security class.fication of that doct
ment (for example, Top Secret, Secret, Confidential, Restricted or Unclassified). Additional restnctonws such as RD
(Restricted Deta) or FRD (Formerly Restricted Data) must be indicated.

SO A field for supplemental information could be u' d for those kinds of information norxnial, included as added
entries and notes in conventional cataloging.

?0 If a document has any distribntioi' limitat:or,, that information should be prominently displayed on any unit
k" ri.,cord, either card o, computer display.

21 Availability Statements. Since technical and scientific reports are disseminated for the exchange of informa-

7, t'on, it is essential that any catalog-ng for announcement should indicate where a copy of the document can be piocured.

22 In the US, any Department of Defense document issued after June 1972 must carry a statement from the
person issuing the document as to the authority used for classifying the document.

23 Date of Declassification. US Defense documents must carry a date or event upon which the document will
become declassified, and this becomes part of the unit record.

24 The translator, when named, is credited in a supplemental statement which also includes any journal or
document from which the translation may have been extracted.

25 Alpha or numeric computer code to represent the downgrading category the document has been assigned by
the classifying authority.

26 - Numeric codes derived from distribution and availability statements.

27 Corporate author numeric code. This number is used for computer entry to represent a corporate author
selected from a corporate author authority list.

4 5 The foregoing list is not all-inclusive, of course. Any organization could add any element of information that will
be useful to the organization's users, or delete any not applicable.

4 5 1 These data elements refer only to the descriptive portion of the cataloging process. Subject cataloging is covered
in Volume i, Section 3 - Abstracting and Subject Analysis.

45.2 Individual tagging of the smallest unit of data practicable is useful for the following purposes.

(a) "To select (or exclude) certain data elements at output time. For example, only author, title, and call number
may be desired on an overdue notice, whereas author, title, call number and imprint may be debuied on a new
accessions list.

(b) "To order, arrange, or sequence the elements as desired in the particular product. Some abstracting and
announcing services prefer title to be listed before author, whereas others prefer author befon title. Also,
there is much variety in abstracting and indexing services in the sequencing of the compunents of a journal
ail-cle citation voume number, issue number, page number, and date. Separate identification of each part
allows for a variety of output arrangements.

(c) "To allow for various type fonts (boldface, italics, etc.) in automatic typesetting.

(d) "To prepare special indexes to the records (authior, subject, etc.) or special arrangements of the records (bv
author, su;bject term, subject classification, language, (late, etc.).

(e) "To subarrange identical filing entries by an element, e.g., subarranging an author's works by title.

(f) "To edit input data, e.g., performing, validity checks on certain types of data or testing the presence or absence
of a particular element in a record.

(g) "To isolate an element which may be subject to change after the original record has been created. Serial
publications for example, are apt to change publishers, place published, numbering, frequency, etc. Separate
identification of these elements and characteristics allows for changing the smallest amount of data, e.g., the
place publisld rather than entire imprint statement.

10-.



i 4 53 "The reasons above pertain chiefly to crea'ing various output products from machine records. The way data
should be broken down and tagged in an on-line system so that they may be effectively worked upon, grouped and
presented to the inquirer is a question which only experience with such systems can answei. " s

4.6 Verbalizing for Machinability. Soaie useful guidelines are given in Appendix C which is an extract from the
"Standard Operating Procedures" in use at the US Defense Documentation Center.

S. METHODS OF CATALOGING PRODUCTION

5 1 Conventional cataloging traditionally has been performed by typing the desired information oil 3 x 5 cards,
making the necessarv number of copies and filing a copy under each of several headings in a dictionary catalog carQ file.
An alternative is to subscribe to Library :)f Congress capds, or other such supplier of catalog cards, and to modify the
information to meet the needs of the local library or Information Center. A modernized cooperative effort is the Ohio
College Library Center (OCLC) System, an on-iine cooperative cataloging system.

5,2 Aliihough-these methods have been effective for monographs, they do not lend themeives as well to technical report
cataloging Additionally, there are-no suppliers of cards for such reports, other than those sometimes included in the
report itself.K
5.3 A card catalog can be created by the use of carbonized paper copies as the card is typed, marking a different copy
(perhaps a di'eren t color) for cach filing point desired.

5.4 The volume of work required and the space required for catalog card files are two problems that are forcing more
and more organizations to use computer storage. Many find it practical to use a worksheet or coding sheet to record the
information that is to be input, inasmuch as strict guidelines must be followed in providing information to a computer
program This should be done by trained personnel to insure retrieval, but tie actual operation of tie nputtig niaciie
can be accomplished by individuals of !esser training.

5 4 1 Any format of worksheet that suit.5 the needs of the local organization will serve the plurpose, provided it has
designated spaces for each field which must he supplied with information. When there are space lnmtations for any field,
these might be designated ill the block for each field along with the type of infornation to be induded, It would be
helpful to the person coding the form and the machine operator if the coding sheet were arranged in the order the
information is to be input.

6. ADMINISTRATION

6 1 Authority Files for Maintaining Cataloging Standards. Retrieval from a computer system requires that like informa-
tion always be input in a like manner. This is easier to accomplish if files are established to standardize certain types of
information which may be received with some variations. Cross-references can be nade from the variations to the
preferred form. Ilhe tiles can be maintained with or without computer storage. Of course, with computer storage, it is
possible to update the file as needed and to get output publications or printouts as desired it a 'anety of formats.

6 1) The Corporate Author Authority rile is essential, as reports may be received from many forms of an organiza-
tional name To be able to collect these together, adequate references from variations of new and ol names must he
made. Corporate Author files are covered more extensively in Appendix A.

6 1 2 A Report Number Authority File enables the cataloger to determine by investigatioa the correct forinat for an
organization's report number and to enter subsequent report numbers in the same format, even though there might be
slight variations, especially in punctuation. Of particular importance is whether an acronym is to be used. In its simplest
form, an alphabetical file of corpoiate authors should have a card for each one, indicating all the report number formats
used by that organization. Another .le of report numbers, arranged alphabetically by acronym or letters at the beginning
of the report number, should identify any organization using thl. particular type of report number.

6 1 3 A Contract/Grant Authority File should contain a card for each such contract/grant when it is seen for tile first
time At that time, a card should be typed indicating the contract,grant and the nane of the organization to which it
was assigned. After investigation of thL correct format from the issuing agency, an authority card showing tile form of
the contract/grant to be used for computer entry should .)e typed. Only one card need be typed for a particular foriat,
giving the accepted composite of alpha and numeric characters and punctuation. The istsuing agency should be indicated
or the format card Once established, minor variations on documents can be spotted and, aft'r proper investigation,
corrected to conform to the accepted fornat.

6 1 4 A current file of Distribution Controlling Agency Addresses for use in granting release approval nust be main-
taihed if an organization expects to process many reports of a sensitive nature wlere special release precautions must be

L



taken, It will facilitate t~ic referral of user% to tilL appropriate ofri;;c and provide for lianges of aiddress when tiac
monitoring of fices undergo reorganizations or other changes.

6. 1.5 Whenl a '10L mcntatlull .et '.atalogs. mlany papers front Wonferenl"S, It imight be helpful to btablINs1 A file for
conference namecs so this inform ation canl be entered in the u. '.recurd of eali report in tht,. samie- ,va in order to
facilitate retrieval of all papers fromt tile conference.

6.1.6 Aa authority file of forei~n pcrioditals might be vaduabk lin estabhishing w..nsistenLy. Translated artiles. ma be
re%.ci'ved with a nunmber of 'varitiums in names of periudwal6 and names of insbtiutionsb furnashlung thle rep,)rtb. Ifa~uss-
refereiicvs are mahi front the man) %ariationsb to thle preferred f'orm, morm '.ouniplet,, a%.,irate and -.omistent ~..itaons
should resutift

6.2 i'erso~siael Implications

6.), The personniel required for a dokunenttikn Lenter 'Pu'.iaiiuing in s~et~and teini%.al reports% would depend
of, thle amount of "me'llaiiizationl inmoled .anki thle Nolume of work to be handled. An organization set up as, a library
usbing .um~ention.1 rmethods% would need A stbat one profebbionial librarian and one cxperamnced .ataloget to train and
oversee the niwnbet of Jcrk,'t pists and assistanits neccssary for th- volumne of work. With me-Atanizationl, it would be
necessar) to htire people trained iii(lt use f automatiL data proi.Lsng equipment. For a fuli-saak-large .Qompthr
operation, theme woult4 be at need for N~ tteniz, analysts, coumputer pro~grammlers, komputer operators, atalogers trained
for thle Partku-tlar type of input lieeded, ba-Akup Jerks for reword -keep,'lg, ftie maintenance, do..uent and mi..rofiahe

* storage, iadianc r-pairiunen, et,. Profesional hlbrataan and,'or experiem~ed do~uanentalists are required to insule that
staindards~are followed in fiplit whida will result in thle retriesal capabilities and output products des'ired.

6.2,2 On-the-job training ..in be anl excellent way to assemble a work.-force trained in a parti,.ular miode of operation.
It shouU. be kept in mind, howev'er, that training is only .as good as the ca,.het and the -Lourse of sttudy presented. If apt
pupils, good tedesand .m well-plaaned ourse of stud) are unibirned, px iiusl mntamne, people "an giaduall) be
trained to perform many complex tasks adequately.

*6.2.2.a lIn a cataloging operatioa, there is. no substitute for anl 'in house' manual of operating procedures%. This, refcrenie
shovuld give .omplete it~strud.tons for cvery pliase of tha, operaitionl,and answer ,atalogem*' questions oni the data elements
to be included in ca.d.i ..ataloging field with bpe~.afi. limitations Onipae ptiinduatioa, et".. Sudi a manual will be a
valuable adjunct to othaur training materials as well as a reads refei-ence for the experienced cataloger.



I Appendix A

SApp i COSATI RULES FOR ESTABLISHING CORPORATE AUTHORS

A GENERAL

Corporate author is the name ,sually given to tile institutional or corporate body preparing tile report, or
editorially/contractuallv mesponsible for its content. The purpose of establishing a corporate author headng is to give the
name of the corporate body in a way which is easy to identify and possible to retrieve from published indexes and-other
searching tools The simplest corporate author heading consists of one organizational rnine and a geographic name.
When more than two organizational names appear on the document, the corporate author heading includes only two;
these two should be the largest and tile smallest, and are written as - Largest, Place Name. Smallest.>1 Example: harvard Univ., Cambridge, MA. lab. for Computer Graphics and Spatial Analysis.

SPECIFIC GUIDFLINES

A I US is omitted before government headings, but a subordinate element that begins with the words US, National or

tie state name in a state organization, is considered to be independent.
US Army Engineer District, Huntington
Corps of Engineers

sluntingon, WV.

Use, Army Engineer District, Huntington, WV.
US Department of Agriculture
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station
Lexington, KY.

Use: Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, Lexington.

A.2 Joint Committees are written directly under their own names.

Example: Joint Astrophysics Committee, London (England).

A.3 International organizations which have no permanent headquarters may be written with no place name.

A.4 The city or state name is not repeated in the address if it appears in the main heading.

Examples: Rochester Univ., NY
Polytechnic Inst. of New York. Brooklyn,
Pennsylvania Univ., Philadelphia.

A.5 The foreign country name is enclosed in parentheses, but is not repeated if it appears in any form in the main
heading.

Examples: Faris Univ. (France). Dept. of Psychology.
Oesterrelchlsche Studiengesellschaft fiuer Atomenergle G.m.b.l., Seibcrsdorf.

Physics Inst.

A.6 Tle name University of ... (city or state) is witten beginning with ihe city or state name.

Examples: New Orleans Univ., LA
Pittsburgh Univ., PA

7. Pennsylvania Univ., Philadlphia.

A.6.1 University of... (geographic region) and State University of... are written as appearing without reversal.

Examples: University of Southern California, Los Angleles.
State Univ. of New York, Albany.

A.7 University departments are always writte-i Dept. of... regardless of the way they appear on the report, but non-
university departments are not changed.

Examples: Florida Univ., Gainesville. Dept. of Botany.
C- General Electric Co., Daytona Beach, FL

Apollo Support Dept.

A.8 Abbreviations are not used as tie first word of a corporate atithor heading.

1 A;
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A.9 If an organization uses an abbreviated form of its official name, the abbreviated form is preferred.

Examples: Army MAteriel Development and Readiness Command, Texarkana, TX,
Intern Training Center.

Committee on the Challenges of Mode rn Society (NATO),. Brussels (Belgium).

Use: DARCOM Intern Training Center, Texarkana, TX.NATO Committee on the Challenges of Modern Society, Brtissels (Belgium).

A.10 If , corporate author changes its name, both old and new forms of the name are retained, and reports are
cataloged under the name appearing op the document.

Example: Army Materiel Command, Alexandria, VA (prior to change)
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command, Alexandria, VA. (new name)

A. 11 When a report is authored jointly by two or more departments or components of the same organization, the
heading should be no more specific than the smallest organizational level common to all components.

Example: Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge. School of Engineering.
Department of Materials Science and Engineering. Research Lab. of Electronics.

Use: Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge. Scheol of Engineering.

A.11 If the first element of a heading begins with a personal forename, and is the name of a company or other
commercia!,industrial organization, the heading starts with the surname, followed by forename and/or initials enclosed in
parentheses.

Example: Baldwin (D.H.) Co., Cincinnati, 01.

A.12.1 If the first element begins with a personal forename aihd is the name of a university, laboratory, institute, center,
hospital, foundation or other apparently noncomm.rical organization, the heading i- written directly as given.

Example: John B.Pierce Foundation, Raritan, NJ.

A.12.2 In a subordinate element, personal names are not rearranged.

Example: Pennsylvania Univ., Philadelphia. John Harrison Lab. of Chemistry.

A.13 A subordinate element of a government agency that has a report series is written separately.

Example: Mathematics and Computation lab. (FPA). McLean, VA. GSA/FPA/MCL.'IM.225.

A.14 Parenthetical identification is added when necessary.

Example: Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics (Army), Washington, DC.

A.15 If an independent element of a government agency is an Institute, Laboratory or Center, no further subdivision
is made unless the subordinate element is also represented by a report series.

Examples: Oak Ridge National Lab., TN.
National Environmental Satellite Center, Washington, DC.

A.16 Foreign names are written in the native language, or transliterated fiom the native language whenever the
native form is kno, 1; but if the foreign institution chooses to publish all its reports under an English form of corpoiate
name, use the English form.

A.17 Foreign universities are written in the same way as American universities. If the name of the university begins
with the foreign equivalent of University of ... (place name), write the place name first, followed by Univ.

Examples: Paris Univ. (France)
Brazil Univ., Rio de Janciro

A.17.1 If the university name refers to a geographical region, write it as it appears.

Examples: Univ6rsity of Western Ontario, London.
University of the West Indies, Kingston (Jamaica).

A.18 In Canadian headings, the name of the province is used in parentheses instead of the country name but a city
name the same as the province is not repeated.

Examples: Montreal Univ. (Quebec)
Laval Univ., Quebec.



A.19 Abbreviations.

A.19.1 If any of the following terms is written out on the document, it should be abbreviated in the corporate heading,
except when ap~pearing as the first word:

Abteilung Abt.
Air Force Base AFB
Air Force Station AFS
Aktiebolaget A.B.
Aktiengesellschaft A.G.
Aktieselskab, Aksjeselskap A.S.
Brothers Bros.
College Coil.
Compagnie Cie
Company Co.
Corporation Corp.
Departamento Dept.
Departement Dept.
Departementet Dept.
Department Dept.
Divisao Div.
Division Div.
Divisione Div.
eingetragener Verein e.V.Etablissement Ets.
Gebroeders, Gebrueder Gebr.
Gesellsehaft mit beschraenkter Haftung G.m.b.H.
Incorporated Inc.
Ingenieur Ing.
Institut Inst.
Institute Inst.
Institute of Technology Inst. of Tech.
Institutet Inst.
Instituto Inst.
Institutt Inst.
Institutul Inst.
Instituut Inst.
Instytut Inst.
Istituto Ist.
K abushiki Kaishi K.K.
Laboratoire Lab.
Laboratoires Labs.
Laboratories Labs.
Laboratoriet Lab.
Laboratorio Lab.
Laboratoriun Lab.Laboratory Lab.
Limited Ltd.
Maatschappij Mij.
Manufacturer M fr.
Manufacturing Mfg.
Naamloze Vennootschap N.V.
Sociedad Anonima, Societe Anonyme S.A.
Societa per Azioni S.p.A.
Seciete a Responsabilite Limitee S.R.L.
Universidad Univ.
Universidade Univ.
Universita Univ.
Universitact Univ.
Universitas Univ.
Universitatea Univ.
Universite Univ.
Universiteit Univ.
Universitet Univ.
Unlversitetet Univ.
Universiti Univ.
University Univ.



fUniverzit. -- Univ.
SUniverzitet Univ.

Uniwversytot Unliv.

VoksieeBere E4
Note: This rule does not restrict thc use of abbreviations that occur on thei document.

A.19.2 The following abbreviations ij saunctams are sused when apIpetrilig as the location elemnent inl tile %Orporatt'
heading.

Alabama AL MontanaNI
Alaska AK Nebraska NE
Arizona AZ Novadan NV
Arkansas All New Hampshire Nil
California CA New Jersey NJ
Colorado CO Newv Mpxlco NMI
Connect icut CT New York NY
Delawvare D C. North Carolina NC
District of Columbia DC North Oakota NID

4Florida FL Ohlio Oil
Georgia GA Oklahoma OK

Hlawaii Ill Oregon ORIIdaho ID Pollnnsylvania i PA
Illinois IL Rhode Islandl RI
Indlana IN South Carolina SC
Iowva IA South Dakota SD
Kansas KS Tenhessea TN
Kentucky KY Texas TX
Louisiana LA Utahl UT
Maine ME Vermont VT
Maryland MD Virginia VA
Massachusetts NIA Washington WA
Michigan MIl West Virginia WV
Minnesota MN Wisconsin WI
Mississippi MiS Wyoming WY
Missouri MIO

A.20 Place, Nenmes.

A 20.1 Thle NatioaitI Zil, Code Directory is used to establish the u.orrect foriis of hie place name in cases of doubt. If at
Lranch post office has a ZIP codle different front that of the post office, use the namei of thle branch post office.

lixamplo. Boston, NIA., has mnany branch post offices wvith their own zip codes which use their own
city niames -Cambridge, Kendall Square, Lexington, Newton, Quincy, Walthamil, etc.

k.20.2 For military( instillations, use the post office ats given in thec Duilory. ror rpo's and APO's, follow thie itilltar3
form for the location element.

Examples. Griffss AFBI, NY,
A\PO Now York 09108
FPO San Francisco 96318

A.20.3 Foreign place names are vwritten in thle foa of Omnllozi usage ats indiated by the 'floarvl on Geograplu% Namecs,
howvever, when the name forms anl integral part of thle heading, retain tile native formn.

'Turinl Univ. (Italy)
but: Politechnico dt Milano (Italy).

A.21I Establishment nd nmaintenance of a Corporate Author Authority ie

ItA.211. 1 Whzm a .ystcm: or standardl has beeni agreed upon for the osta'.iishmnt of corplorate authors. and at "nic to
repi-~sent those authors in at madlie s stem, eadi %corporate authot %vitli RtN orm-pstilldig nutiuber %hould be I3 pcd on a
3 x 5 card wvith any cross feferences deeomed ne.cessarl. One ua:d shouldi be filed wvith tile "tics in n1WHOM t ece,
and another Ili n alphalbotical funo, which also %ontainis the see-references.

.
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r PoytecI~l 1g~ng 111 q ~ 409359

Dept. of Miechianical LineigAeroncutical
Dgneigand Mechaics.

xx Rensselaer Polytechnic lust., Troy, NY.
Dept. or Acronuatical lEngineering and Astronautics.

xx Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst., Troy, NY.
Dept. of Mechanical Eng~neering.

A.21.2 COSATI F~ormts of Cross-Refcrences. 4

A.21 .2a A cluouein the nanie or a corporate author is covered by anlsa (see also) refereiiuc which refers thc user to
the Waer names, lle xx (refer also from) reference indicates teprevious nanws.

Clinton lmbs, Oik RIdge, TN.
sa Clinton National Lab., Osk Ridgc,, (later name)
sa Oak Ridge National Lab., TN. (later niame)

Clinton National Lab., Oak Ridge, TN.
wi Oak Ridge National Lab., INM Olatcr name)
xx Clinton Labs., Oak Ridge, TN. (eormor niame)

Oak Ridge National 1ab., TN.
xx Clinton Labs., Oak Ridge, 'IN. (i'onner name)
.xv Clinton National La2b.,Oak Ridge, TN. (former name)

A.21.*2.) if thle snt'iiler part of thle orgaiti1atloalnaie might aliail.appear on some othter report without fuill identification,
make a cross-reference fiont the ntame of the smaller pirt.

Committee onl Foods (NA8.NRC), Washington, DC. See National Academy of Scionces-National
R-mearch Council, WVashington, DC. Committee onl Foods.

histitut flier Theoretische Physik, Graz (Austria). &e Graz Univ. (Austria). Institut 11te,
Theorctischo Phyvsik.

Laboratoire do Ciuimle Phlysique, Paris (Frane). See Paris Uilv. (Frane). Laboratoire de

ChemkelyCsic ayGrup

A.1..cNIak asee Air forece fero inroA teon Lab,, rigso h nattcAF l.

Datsarks ki s and jsoe Lnb e Technolg ~vW~h'itro FI icl. AFlv ADemPropls L b.,

A. 21.2Ae Make cross-referencees torsow acrnsatin abreIns.ta aebe mttdi h cli

mE.e o mi N nava y Ro C m ssion, WC ashngo, ul fL ab e avlRsarh.

A.2L2.f When6establUi , Bekl Depdin foforeincsoo Raboy, rossSefe lrence frnvh., ait rth oruu
country . Cysbec included.

Anituo Vyesolano de lr ghtlgao e o intF, Caraca, Ar Pcreulsin b
ISetirtorc eoAnm Proplsvaiones Crietilates CAFcB, 01

ReerhadTcnlg/I, fgtPtuo l 1 1.AAwPouso a.

Se i ovA1 rpdlnUbWih-atro VI I

A.212.o Mak crs-efrne fo.conm--- brvitos
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Appendix B

HANDLING AND CONTROL OF CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTS AND MATERIALS

B.I National security must be safeguarded by adequate control of classified materials, but these controls need not be
elaborate. The system described below has proved adequate over a number of years of operation at the Defense
Documentation Center (DDC) in the USA.

B.2 Classified materials are kept in a secure area which requires an official identification badge for entrance.
Additionally, documents are locked in cabinets or heavy metal cages when unattended, and keys are safeguarded.

B.3 The incoming mail room receives classified materials in a sealed bag from the Post Office. The mail room signs two
receipts for the Post Office, one for the seal and one for certified and registered mail nu. ibers, checking to be sure all
numbers are accounted f,.. Classification markings have been stamped on the materials by the originators. The mail
room transfers routine documents for accession to the proper office and logs out to the proper individuals any non-
routine material. Receipts are returned to the sender of the classified material. NATO documents require additional
control; a receipt traveling with the document must be signed by all individuals handling the documents.

B.4 Throughout processing, logs are kept as the documents travel from office to office and the documents are safeguardedLIin locked containers when unattended. If a change in classification is received before processing is completed, the docu-
ments are returned to the mail room for correction of records. When processing is completed, the documents are photo-
graphed and stored ia a locked area with the microtim in another locked area. Anyone with a need to see either must
sign a log, thereby becoming accountable for the material until returned.

B.5 Requests for copies of documents are handled by the storage, printing and shipping sections, following guidelines
for control and handling of classified material. Shipping room receives computer orders, mailing labels and cards fromreference section, which has approved the requests. Shelf stock is pulled when available, or film for duplicating.

Documents are wrapped for mailing, and markings of CNWDI* and NATO** stamped on the inner envelope as required.
A postal registry number is entered on Secret, CNWDI and NATO documents. Two copies of a receipt form (67 or 67A)
are sent with the document. The remaining two copies are sent to the Central Command Register. The address label to
be affixed to the inner package is stamped with the highest classification of any document in the package. The address
label which is to be affixed to the outer wrapping is stamped with the word "Registered" or "Certified", and the registry
number for the package entered. Packages contair,mg only Confidential documents are mailed by certified mail. A Post
Office Department Form 3877, Application for Registration or Certification, is completed in quadruplicate, and the
registry or certified number checked. The number of documents in the package is counted, and entered on copy No.4
of the postal form as a record for tracer actions, if necessary. Package is then wrapped with highest classification stamped
top and bottom, front and back. A NATO access notice is insetted between wrappings when applicable. Package is then
wrapped with outer wrapping, and the address label affixed with registry number. Nylon tape is affixed both lengthwise
and crosswise on large package5. Prior to delivery of packages to post office, a rotary lock is attached to the mail pouch,
with the rotary lock number on all copies of Form 3877. First and second copies of the form go into the pouch before
closing and locking. The third copy goes in a suspense file. Three copies of Post Office Form 3853, Registry Dispatch
Book, are prepared. A Post Office employee signs and returns one copy of Form 3853 and takes the mail pouch and two
copies. Upon receipt from the Post Office Department of the original Form 3877, the original is filed and the suspense
copy destroyed. Follow-up is initiated in 15 days for signed receipts for Secret documents shipped, if receipt has not
been received. Additional follow-up is made at 30 and 45 days. If a signed receipt is not receivedafter 45 days, a special
letter written by the DDC Secret Control Officer is initiated and/or tracer action will be requested from the Post Office.
All actions are documented and turned over to the Security Support Branch. When a signed receipt is received in normal
time, the signed Form 67 or 67A is filed and the suspense copy destroyed.

B.6 After processing is completed, any change in the classification of a document is made by a file maintenance program.

B.6.1 An automatic list which is run four times a year lists all documents on file that have become eligible for down-
grading or declassification. Catalog cards and computer files are corrected. Notice is sent to microfilm library, storage,
camera unit, and outside units holding reports to make the necessary changes.

B.6.2 IndivIdual changes are made whenever notice is received from the original classifier or sponsor by letter. Film lab,
storage and camera unit are given an advance listing of these changes, and outside units receive the reclassification notices.

B.6.3 Declassified documents still require a release before they can be changed to unlimited distribution.

• Critical Nuclear Weapon Design Information
* North Atlantic Treaty Organization
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Appendix C

VERBALIZIING FOR MACHINABILITY

The following symbols may be uscd in abstracts, annotations, and titles:

.,: 'I* () + =< >

u u u u u u u u = upper and lower case

for character count

ANGSTROM UNITS (A) GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO( > )

Use A Use >or or spell out

C11EMICAI. S GREEK LETTERS

1iSO4 use H2SO4 Use their names; e.g.,
a use alpha

use yields fI use bcta

If use pi
CUBIC

cm3 use cu cm or cc ITALIC:S

ft 3 use cuh itDo not use; see also UNDERSCORING

m 3 use cum LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ()
Use < or or spell out

DEGREES
2 use 32 dLOGARITHMS

32 egF log1 0 use log

32 F use 32 F~log. use In

320 16 8" use 32 deg 16 min 8 sec

EXPONENTS MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS
See SPECIAL SYMBOLS

x " ' 1) use x to the (n-1) power

ft sec "1 use fs/sec MICRO- and MICROMICRO-
= j v use microvolts

When the exponent is less than 7 and has
the base 10, write out the number; e.g., Plf use micromicrofarads or

picofarads
102 use 100

10. 4 use 0.0001 MICRONS

2.75 x 10 "3 use 0.00275 i use micron
! mt use millimicron

When the base is 10 and the exponent is pm use micrometers
7 or more, write out; e.g.. pj micromicron

107 use 10 to the 7th power PLUS OR MINUS (+)
Use + or - or spell out

10- 9 use 10 to the minus 9th power

See also CUBIC, SQUARE, SUPERSCRIPTS QUESTION MARK (?)
Do not use; rephrase sentence

FRACTIONS

Use the slash (virgule) /or the QUOTATION MARKS (")
Use the apostrophe or single quote

]faction bar; e.g.. only, e.g., The term 'overkill'

a-b u (a-b)/c Where quotation marks are conventionally
x use x se-obq/a used as a symbol, abbreviate; e.g.,

c or spell out eqnaals12us12i 12" use 12 in

Xa .!use x =a-(b/c) 45" use 45 sec

or spell out equals See also DEGREES

*o;tonIlrd Opfrating Piocedures; DSA, I)efense Documentation Center, Alexandria. Va.
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VERBALIZING FOR MACHINABILITY

SPECIAL. SYMBOL.S SQUARE ROOT

us,, approximately Va-b use square root of (a-b)(a.b)A us

f use yields (chemi.stry)
use approaches limit of (mathematics) S U BSCR! P TS

use no.V 1 use V sub I

& use and in titles, abstracts, and annotations 13 use B (omit the 5, which is the atomicnumber o/ boron)
00 use infinity See also CHEMICALS

use wavelength (electronics and physics) SUPERSCRIPTS

use lambda (all other) i + use( use ohms (electricity and electronics)
use omega (all other) S O 4 (-)

V5+ use V(5+)(1[1use phase (electricity and electronics)
use phi (all other) U234

Similarly, spell out or show by acceptable B1 0 use BO; I alphanumeric characters increment, varies
as, therefore, differential of, variation of, 018 (p,n)N 15 use O18(p,n)N15
integral, sum, benzene ring, thunderstorm,
male, female, fixed star, etc. d use density at 23 deg F referred

2R to water at 25 deg F
SQ U Al 1.

cm2 use sq cm t120 use index of refraction for 20 leg

ft2 use sq ft F and sodium light

m 2 use sq m See also CUBIC, EXPONENTS, SQUARE

UNDERSCORING

Do not use underscoring
Escherichia coli use Eschcriclda coli
to set o// special terms use single quotes;
e.g.,

the term quasar use the term 'quasar'

Standard (Veratinx I'ocelures; USA. Dl¢ease Documentation Center, Alexandria. Va.
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TRANSLITERATION OF FREiGN ALPHABETS

GREEK RUSSIAN GERMAN

A a ;lpha a (a) Aa a (ii) 9,a (i)
]J6 b (b, p) i (I,)

B j9 beta b (b)
B v (v,) 36 (b,p)

F" 1, gamma g (g) ] g "g, k)
(. (k, ts, s

A 8 delta d (d) A d (d)

E a e (yi, A, y6, W) ) (K)
e e epsilon e ( . y, A 6) Z!b (d, t)

MC Z zh (zh, sh)
Z zeta z (z) 3 (e

K i eta a(1) HUIPii ,i (0, Y) a f (W
Ii '°  i ( o i (g,x,k)

90 theta th I k (k)
(th) . (I)

I &:ota i (6) Mf M (m)
. H n (n) j (y)

K kappa k (k)

A X lambda 1 (I) n l p (p)
mu mfrn)P p r (r) (I)

M u S (S) $mlui ((m)

N v nu n (n) .T t (t) 911 (0)

) y u ( ) Go ,
A x (ks) D~~t (0 6)

0 o omicron o (6) X x kh (K)
I;1 tl s (ts) W P

"i Z r T2lI ch (ch, tsh) ( O ly nq u
1[\1pron. kv

P p rho r, rh ] IIsh (sit) r Wr

r i1 sbch (shch) d f (Z, s)
(o'isigma s (s) 13 * --

Ll y (w, ui, I) f [l fc (sh)T r" tau t Wt b C. e,-, t 11,t Wt
T v upsilon y, u I, it t (ro, 06)

01 0) 's ()I
;)to C () u()1 ,/) phi ph (f)4 0 10 yu y [ ]) (f,5 N)

X x chi ch (k, 1[  ya (YIi,
Y1, .) I M

0Co10 f Wf :C E Iks
, N, , , p sl po (

(ps) y (a)
•maths nonpalitilintion

fl w omega 6 (6) rnarks h (ts)

L.

. .. . . .. .+. -- . , . " -, .+, _v'i ' ' < --. . . .. , .... . .. . ,+' ' . . .. . .. . .. . ..- . . .' " , I,' . . .. . +. . . .-_- -.. . ....
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Section 3

ABSTRACTING AND SUBJECT ANALYSIS

by
Toni Carbo Bearman

National Federation of Abstracting and Indexing
Services (NFAIS)

Philadelphia, Penn., USA

ABSTRACT

This Section provides an overview of the processes of abstracting and subject analysis
(indexing) for defence/aerospace documentation centers and specialised defence establish-
ments. The focus is on a practical, rather than theoretical, approach for both the senior
person setting up a new system and for the more junior person interested in training
assistance. The section summarizes and provides an overview of practical aspects of the
two areas, with references to authoritative texts. The major areas covered include:
abstracting, subject analysis, thesaurus development, and the use of computers in
abstracting and indexing. Sections on definitions and scope, examples of types of indexing
and abstracting, references to relevant standards, and a summary of techniques are included.
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1. INTRODUCTION

I I This Section of the Manual prevkles all overview of the processes of abstracting and subjet.t analysis for defence-
aerospace information centers No single Section in a manual sui.h as this could possibly proide. Lompreliensive training
in the complex fields of abstracting and subject analysis. Some un-the-job experience and apprenticeship has been
assumed as a background for this Section. nformation oil abstra-.ting and subject analysis at the analytic level of
chapters within books and articles within journals, rather than book and journal literature at the collective level, isincluded. i

1 2 This Section is intended to be used by both senior and junior staff in information centers working on tle processing
of unpublished reports and other documents, such as reprints of journal artitles and other non-nnograplht, material.
and by inlividuals involved in tile hiring, training, and supervision of abstractors and indexers. It is designet. to be used
by persons with sonic experience in abstracting and indexing as a summary overview and as a "refresher cot .se' on the
topic. The authoritative texts cited should be consulted for more detailed information.

1 3 Tile Section is divided into four major segmeats, abstracting, subje-.t analysis, thesaurus development, and tile use
of computers in abstracting and indexing. The terms subject analysis and indexing are used interchangeably throughout
the text The first two segments include a section on definition and scope, a disL.assion of types of each, references to
relevant standards, and a sununary of technique. The third segnent focuses on thesaurus development and includes a
definition of a classical thesaurus in contrast to a list of subject headings, and a discussion of tile problems of thesaurus
maintenance Ill the fourth part, the experimental use of computers in abstracting is considered briefly. A more detailed
discussion of the use of computers to aid in indexing and to produce indexes, is included.

2. ABSTRACTING

II

2.1 Definition and Scope

2.1.1 The Definition of Abstracts and the Need for Abstracts

The growth of the scientific and technical literature over the past several years has continued to increase significantly.
In a recent Unied States study funded by the US National Science Foundation and conducted by King Resea~ch linc.t

it was found that between 1960 and 1974 the nuibcr of scientific periodicals published worldwide increased fim
18,800 to 4Q,400, a 163'f increase. In order to sift through tile voluminous quantity of literature to identify those
documents of interest to him, the researcher often relies oil abstract;ng and indexing (A&I) services, wich provide
subject access to the literature through indexing and which provide summaries of the literature covered by preswnting
abstracts of each documett covered. Abstracts are usuall consulted to determine the need for reading the coimplete
document. Also, they may L'e read for background information on a topic.

Al abstract is a sunrty, of a larger work. As Ben H.Veil and his colleagues have noted, throughout many defini-
tions of abstract and its synonyms, tilere is a constant thread ol " 'ft.wer words, yet retaining the sense', 'condensation
and omission of more or less of detail, but retaining the general sense of the original', and ...... "a brief or curtailed
statement of the contents of a topic or a work' and a part which represents typically a large and intricate whole.' "

[author's emphasisi

2.1.2 Use of Abstracts

There are numerous uses of abstracts, among these are nine uses enumerated by Charles L.Bernier". These uses
are (I) translation into languages other than thdt in which the original document was written, t2) facilitating selec4ion
of documents; (3) a substitute for the original document, (4) time-saving, (5) more convenient and less expensive organi-
zation of documents into related groups than call be done with the original doL.uments, (6) retrospeatlve searching,
('7) more accurate selection of literature to be read or translated that, through titles alone or titles plus annotations,
(8) facilitating indexing by concentrating the indexabe subjeLts to speed indexing and by climiniating the language
problem: (Q) facilitating the preparation, acquisition, and searching of documents tiough ease of physically organizing
(e g . copying, cutting and pasting) abstracts. Additional uses include current awareness services, such as CA Selects
published by the American Chemical Society, in which abstracts of documents on selected topics are indexed and isted
with bibliographic reference in publications issued at frequent, often weekly, intervals.

Several of these uses of abstracts are particularl) rele\ ant to spealized information centers. The defence aerospace
literature is published in many different languages. Having abstracts in the single language, or perhaps the two primary
languages, of the users of the center simplifies tile selection of documents pertinent to the individual user's needs and
saves the user considerable time. Including abstracts in a current awareness service increases the quantity and quality of
information available about each document and aids the user in his selection,

For the internal processing of documents, abstracts save the information speialists time in indexing the document
and may improve tie quality of the indexing through translations when necessary and by providing a consistent approach
to the documents ill tile collection. With tihe important keywords contained in the document grouped into tile abstiact

J7~ 7 77<7:7-



and translited into a single language, the indexer is presented with a consistent and easily readable summar from which
to index, referring to the complete document when necessary.

2.2 Types of Abstracts

2.2.1 Definition of Types of Abstracts

Types of abstracts are generally defined in terms of the purposes of the abstract, although Borko and Benuer ' also
categorize them by whom they were written and by form. The three most common types of abstracts are informative
(or descriptive) and an annotation. These have been defined by WVeil et al. as follows:

The ',nformative,' 'informational,' or 'comprehensive' abstract, one that is still complete enough in its
distllation 'to communicate knowledge.' This type of abstract contains the significant findings,
arguments, and applications; states the scope; and usually at least indicates such other important
aspects of the document as methods and equipment used ....

The 'indicative' or 'descriptive' abstract usually restricted to descriptive statements about the
contents of th. document ....

'he 'annotation,' in which a few words or a sentence ara added to a title by way of further
description, explanation, or even critical comment. Annotations are usually indicative, it is difficult
to make them infomative .... s

Two additional types of abstracts defined in terms of purpose arc "title-only" abstract and the "slanted" abstract.
These are defined as follows:

The 'title.only' abstract, where the title ofa document is used without amplification to describe the
document's contents. Titles usually state subjects, not findings, so are usually indicative rather than
informative.

The 'slanted' abstract, in which the information or description reported is oriented to a specific
'discipline' or to an industrial or governmental field or 'mission.' In such abstracts, emphasis may
sometimes be placed on methods, equipment, or findings that were only incidental to the author's
major purpose; the latter may even be omitted or minimized. 6

In all of these definitions it is implied that a bibliographic description adequate to identify the original documents
is provided with the abstract. The bibliographic description is part of the cataloguing of a document, rather than
abstracting or subject analysis, and is discussed in Section 2 of this Manual.

Borko and Bernier also describe two types of abstracts in terms of their fomi - telegraphic and statistical (or
tabular) abstracts7 . Telegraphic abstracts are "abstracts written in a highly regularized form ... [which] have been tried
primarily for facilitating computer search through the abstracts themselves. Although one parpose was brevity, the
main objective was to prepare the abstract for computerized searching while still maintaining human intelligibility".
The American Society of Metals experimented with the use of telegraphi, abstracts but replaced them with standard
abstracts when tests showed sonic difficulty in their use.

The statistical 'r tabular abstract "is used for certain specialized subjects, such as thernophysical propertJes, where
the emphasis is -xclusively on the data" 8. This type of abstract, which is used by Statistical Abstracts of the Unted
States, may be useful for some documents in the aerospace and defence area.

Z2.2 Selection of Type of Abstract

The reader is referred to the excellent series of papers by Weil et al. in the Journal of'ilenical Documentation9

for a clear and succinct discussion of the complexities involved in technical abstracting. The authors emphasize several
important points, which are of direct relevance to abstractors in rfornration centers. Ideall any abstract shoula serve
four purposes:

i. Infomi interested people about the forthcoming paper, if it is to be presented at a meeting.
. Enable readers to detemilre whether they must read all or part of the full document to obtain

needed or valuable Information.
3. Be suitable for direct reuse In secondary journals and In retrieval systems.
4. At least serve as a basis for rewriting or editing for these latter and other uses.

The first purpose may not be essential to an information center, but the other three clearly are necessary. Any single
abstract should provide a screening device for the reader or intermediary to determine whether the entire document
should be read, should be suitable for use in the center's rtrieval system (whether a. manual or a machine system), and
should at least serve cs a basis for use in the retrieval system and, preferably, without awriting for use by indexers in the
center. 'ius, the type of abstract to be selectcd must serve many purposes for the information center, for both internal
use by the staff and external use by researchers.

An information center must define both the potential uses of its abstracts and the traits of the users of the abstratts
in order to determine which type of abstract (or which types) to select. A third important fator is that of cost. For

LI_
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example, financial constraints ma) preclude the writing of original abstyacts and retuire that the abstracts provulid in the
original documents be used with only essential rewriting done. If the abstrats are to 'e used for external purposes ti.e.,
by scientists and engineers searching the literature), the abstra,t should not unly transmit information quitkly and
clearly to tl,' ivnterested user, but also must warn the unintereted person rot to bother reading furt:.er. This screening
function of abst. i ts is one of the most important ones for the user.

For a var 3° f reasons described by Veil et al.1° and by Borko and Bemier, informative abstracts may well be rie
most desirable type of abstract for the many uses dis,.u!sed above. Informative abstraits transimit salient fatts from the
document rather than simply indicating that certain information exists in the dotumznt. Sone, types of documents do
not lend themselves well to informative abstracts, and abstracts which are more descriptive than informative may Lie
required For example, review articles, documents that contain exttnsive mathematical formulas, or dow.unentb uvenng
many different subjects may best be summarized by a brief indicative abstract.

There are three variations of the informative abstract. (!) tie "conventional", or "bibhograpncal-data-first",
(which \Weil et al refer to as the "mystery-story " abstract), the "findings oriented", or 'topical-sentence-first", (dubbed"reader-oriented" by Weil et al.), and the "title-first" variation of tile "reader-oriented'" informative absti-act" t . in the

first variation, tile "mystery-story" a1 stract, the title of the document and other bibliographi, information precede thetext of the abstract. This is tile most common arrangement in abstracting and indexing services.

In the "reader-oriented" abstract the text of the abstract prectdes the bibliographical material. Also, the important
findings, conclusions, etc. are presented quickly, and any new or novw. material appears in the topical sentence.

Tle "title-first" variation begins with the document's title followed by a findings-oriented topical sentence. As
Veil et al point out, "Title-first abstracts are probably acceptable alternates to those beginning with a full-fledged topical

sentence (a) for use on a reader-altering page that is intended to be an expanded table of contents, (b) ii abstracters
deliberately wish to place stress on scope, or (c) if the abstracterb or puolishers do not want to assume the responsibility
for selecting the main findings"". The authors argue strongly that the bibliographic, citativa shmld be placed after tht,
body of the abstract to aid the user.

2.2.3 Automatic Abstracting

Research on automatic abstracting by computers began in the early 1950's. The rapid growth of the literature and
the increasing cost of preparing abstracts are the primary motivations for this research. Borko and Bernier provide an
overview of research on this area"3 . Automatic abstracting remains at the research stage, and the majority of abstracting
is still done by people rather than machines.

2.3 Writing Abstracts

2.3.1 Form and Style of Abstracts

In addition to the bibliographic description and the body of the abstract, usually subject terms appeir with an
abstract The are, of subject analy sis will be discussed in part 3 of this publication. The bibliographic description is
covered in a separate publication - Section 2 of the Manual of Documentation Practices.

In a reader-oriented abstract, the first sentence should be a topical sentence ,ontaining the most important findm;s,
conclusions, and recommendations of the document. "Tle ne%% material should be at the start of the sentence, promi-
nently displayed (in bold-faced type, capitals, or underlined) to aid in rapid scanning. Such a topical sentence is
essentially a t re-sentence abstract of the abstract, and should be so considered. If it is propeily prepared, it will contain
most of the key descriptors needed for indexing'. Thus, the abstra%.t wil proide the reader with the essence of the
document quickly anid succinctly and, in addition, will provide many key words for ,ise in indexing. Both internal and
external needs can be filled by a single abstract.

Brevity is essential in good abstract writing. Th topical sentence should be as short as possible. Important details
that are not part of what is novel about the document should no be inluded in the topical sentence, these qualifying or
limiting details should be presented in sentences after the topi.al sentence. The beginning of the topical srntence should
immediately identify what is unique about the documiat and should state coniisely what differentiates the doc.ument
from other documents. It is perfectly acceptable to incorporate some or all of the document's title in the topical
sentence if the sentence does not immediately follow the title in tile abstract.

Weil and his colleagues caution against the usc of stock phrases at the beginning of eac h topical sentence, especially
when groups of abstracts on ielated subject areas are to be published or filed tcgether. Because tie collect.ons of inst
specialized inforrtion centers are concentrated within specific, subject areas, the usw of sto.k phrases shjuld be avoided
or a great mu'.ber of abstracts will have very similar topical senten.es. This would impede rapid delivery of the unique
infomlation contained within documents and may be less than attention-getting fot users.

Direct statements in the active voice are preferred to indirect statements in the passive voice, because th.y are
brief,.r and clearer. Of course, the syntax needed to put important facts first sometimes requires th,; use of the passive
voice for subject emphasis.

Nk
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Most abstracts require a few general, indicative seatences to describe the document. After the topical ,'4ntence,
a few indicative sentences may be needed to complete the description of the important poiats of the document.

2.3. 2 Contfent of Abstracts

In a technical infoinmation centel,, abstracts are prepared for a wide range of documents that contain types of
information. In addition, a.- discussed above, the abstracts must be written for aI variety of users, including information
scientists, other scientists and engineers, and perhaps even the layman. Most technical documents report a new piece of
human knowledge obtained by observing and/or analyzing data.

Abstracts of this type of technical document should contain the study's purpose, findings, conclusions, and recoi-
mendations; the primary experimental results; and essential elements of the methodology used. Introductory and back-
ground material are usually omitted unless the document is considered to be outside the field of expertise of the intended
users of the abstract The abstract should include methodological details only if they are new; in which case the abstract
should include "the basic principle, range of operation, and degree of accuracy"' s . Detailed results of an experiment are
not usually included unless the abstract is actually intended to serve instead of the complete document.

"Abstracts of proposals, or descriptions of new programs or ind., strial processes, should irclude the purpose, the
method or steps in the progran or process, the advantages in comparison with othe; such programs or processes, the dis-
advantages, and the costs"' 6 . Specific needs of the user audience may require other details in the abstract. For example,
orientation by date or geographic location may be helpful to certain users, while design details or physical properties may
be more important to other users. In summary, essential elements for most abstracts of technical documents include the

purpose, findings, conclusions, and recommendations; the primary experimental results; and essential elements of the
methodology used. Other elements to be included depend on the nature of the user audiece and the ,nultiple uses of
the abstract.

2.3.3 Techniques for Writig Abstracts

Several techniques have been described above for writing absiracts. Each abstracting service has its own method
of training abstractors, and there are many different ideas on the best order in which to perform the necessary steps of
preparing an abstract. One sequence of steps for identifying the key information in a document to include in an abstract
is that used by Exxon Research and Engineering Company. It is described in the Journal of Chemical Documentation as
follows:

I. Read the IntroductIon first If you are uufainillar with the subiect.
2. Read til author't abstract If one is included. Use It as far as possible If a further check of the
document proves it to be a good one.
3. Review the suaniary and conclusions of the paper.
4. Scan tie text for additional Informnation, examlnlng the captions of tables and figures.
S. Jut down ina:ghlal notes as you go along, and underline sallent phrases and passages.
6. Then, and then only, write thn topical Potence and the rest of the abstract (what was found,
and where pertinent, why and how the work was done), plus tie bibliographical citation.

Authors of documents who write their abstracts after they hme written the full texts may very well benefit by following
points in the above procedure." Lack of a definite method of checking what lie has written causes many a writer to leave
important facts out of his own abstract"' 7. Whatever procedure is used, it is essential that the procedure be clearly
defined and followed by all abstractors. A procedures manual should be developed for use by the abstractors.

Ideas on the optlnln length of abstracts range froni 100 --600 words. "TIhe desirable length for a given al.stract is
usually a function of the type of document involved, the availability of the docun),,t, tihe ability of the average reader to
read the language of the original document, and available funds. It is important to rentenber, however, that readers often
react unfavorably to unduly lengthy abstracts, so brevity has a value that transcends economics"'8 .

Articles dealing essentially with a single topic can usually le abstracted in a eader-orientcd abstract of 125- IS0
words. llowever, abstracts of Internal reports may require 500-600 words. UNESCO's Guide" recommends a limit of
200 words except for extraordinary cases in order to permit the printed abstract to be mounted on a 3 x 5 inch card.

A.& discussed certain documents (e.g., review articles, news items, and documents containing extensive mathematics)
may require indicative abstracts, rather than informative abstracts. If the document will not be readily available to users
or If the doctunent is in a language wlhich tihe users are not likely to understand, a longer abstract containing nore
details may be required. Such abstracts may be written ia two parts with the first consisting of a reader-oriented abstract,
and the second providing more details. The second part na<' contain a clearly identified introduction for readers not
familiar withm the subject atea or unable to read the origival document.

Veil, Zarember, and Owen2 0 enunerate eight techniques for keeping abstracts to a ininimum length. (I) the use of
selected standard abbreviations; (2) the use of a generic expression to replace a series of specific terms, within hnits;
(3) limiting the abstract strictly to new information, (4) omitting author's fi.ture plans, (5) oimitting statements describing
how tihe document is an improvement over previous work, (6) avoiding lnvolved phraseology, (7) outlining subject



matter covered and organizing the author's main points when the document has no central theme or conlusion to draw,

(8) not repeating the title if it is a title-first abstract.

Abstracts i.'ay te slanted or written in a manner best suit zd to the needs of a particular audience. A slanted abstract
often selects that novel information contained within the document which is most important to the specifit, user group
even though it may be only incidental to the main subject of the original document. If desired, abstractors should be
directed to scan the document for such information aad not to rely solely on title or even on the author's abstract to
determine what information should be included in the abstract. One example of rules for slanting abstracts is the
Directions for Abstractors and Section Editors of Chemical Abstracts".

2.4 Standards of Abstracts

There is no single international standard for abstracts. In 1961, the International Organization for Standards (ISO)
published a reco.,mendation concerning abstracts and synopses"2 . The distinction made between a synopsis and an
abstract no longei, strictly holds. In the ISO guide there are rio recommendations for style. The UNESCO Guide men-
tioned above" 9 does include general directives on the style of abstiacts and recommends a limit of 200-250 words. It aiso
recommends that the abstract be written in one of the widely used languages regardless of the language of the documeit.

The United States Defense Documentation Center developed a set of abstracting guidelines wlich were published
in 1968 (Ref.23). Included in the guidelines are instructions for preparing abstracts, symbols to be used, and sample
abstracts. These Guidelines recommend the use of an informative abstract, if possible, a limit of 200 250 words, and
define additional rules for preparing abst.acts. The Defense Documentation Center guidelines apply only to abstracts of
technical reports produced by the Department of Defense but they are very useful to abstractors of all report literature.
Many of the rules could also serve for abstracting journal articles and other types of documents.

The most comprehensive official standard is the American National Standards Institute Committee Z39 Standard
approved in 1970 (Ref.24). This standard is currently undergoing minor editorial revision, which is not expected to
change it in any substantive way. Its abstract summarizes the recommendations as follows.

Prepare an abstract for ev2ry formal item in journals and proceedings, and for each separately
published report, pamphlet, thesis, monograph, and patent. Place the abstract as early as possible in
the document. Make the abstract as informative as the document will permit, so that readers may
decide whether they need to read the entire document. State the purpose, methods, results, and
conclusions presented in the document, either in that order or with initial emphasis on findings.

Make each abstract self-contained but concise; retain the basic information and tone of the
original document. Keep abstracts of most papers to fewer than 250 words (preferably on one page),
and abstracts of short communications tr fewer than 100 , -. s. Write most abstracts in a single
paragraph. Normaliy employ complete, connected sentences; active verbs; and the third person.
Employ standard nomenclature, or define unfamiliar terms, abbreviations, and symbols the first
they occur in the abstract.

When authors' abstracts are employed in secondary services, precede or follow each abstract
with the complete bibliographic citation of the document described. Include pertinent infrmation
about the document itself (type, number of citations, etc.) if this is necesmiy to complete the message
of the abstract 2 S.

2.5 Editing of Abstracts

Most abstracts are edited for clarity, accuracy, consistency, completeness, and appropriateness. Each abstract is
checked for adherence to style rules. Also, topical sentences must be checked for clear emphasis on the major findings.
The entire abstract should be edited for c!arity, brevity, completeness, readability, and style. Borko and Bernier include
an entire chapter on editing in their text which focuses on the elimination of errors and on classifyng and indexing
abstracts2 . Editing is an essential part of the abstracting process within limits, excessive editint is costly and should be
avoided.

If the information center uses abstracts to prepare an alerting service or other publication, the a%-tracts may be
classified and arranged by subjects. St.bject expertise is required for the editor to determine the arrangement of time
abstracts and the assignnmit of categories. Editors may also assign do- uments to the abstractors according to subjvct
and language expertise. A system for keeping track of these assignment. to avoid duplication, overloading of any one
individual with work, and missing documents should be established and maintained. The mechanism for control may be
a simple card file or an automated system such as the ones used b: s. ; o7 the larger abstracting and indexing services.

2.5 Requirements for Abstractors

2.6.1 Selection of Abstractors

Although most of the techniques for abstracting described above ,an be taught sonic editors and managers of A&I
services are convinced that in addition to teclniques there are certain natural aptitudes required to be a good abstractor.
Some describe this as an "ability to write well" others as a "natural talent". Many argue that a solid background in the'1 subject area of the document collc,.tion ;s es=ntial, but others insist that they prefer to hire language experts or others
with writing skill and experience and to require subject expertise of indexers.

K--
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26.2 Training and Evaluation

A procedure for training, reviewving the abstra,tor's wvork (usually onl A daily basis at First), and i.urretingatid editing
his wvork must be cstablished. Estimates of the time neceded to trainii n abstra%,tot wvill range fromt six to 18 months.

The training procedure shiould be definetd and des%.ribeclX perhaps as part of a prutedares manual for the wfurnation
center. One possible procedure may be outlined briefly as followvs:

(1) introductory lcctures. on .liarateristics of uiser of the informnation t.enter, speifk needs of the user audicenie,
IIscope of thle -.ollect ion, ty PC of dottuments induded, thle enter'N philosophy of slanting abstratts, and tile job

description of the abstractor.
(2) Reviewv of sample abstracts and the uses of the abstracts.

(3) Overviewv of the style manual and rules for abstracting.

(4) Abstractor reads selected sections of the manual and prepares a fewv abstratts for a preseleded group of one
type of document, consulting the manual as needled.

(5) Supervisor reviews abstracts with trainee.

(6) Editor edits abstracts and reviews themn with trainee.
(7) Trainee rewvrites abstracts if necessary, consulting manual.
(8) Procedures are repeated until editor and supervisor are satisfied wvithi the abstratts being prepared.

(9) Thle procedure is repeated for more difficult dlocumnents and for other types of documents.

(10) Trainees' work continues to be evaluated and reviewed regularly.

Abstracts should be evaluated as indic;ated above under editing, in tdrmns of ompleteacss, a~curay , Jarity, woisils-

tency, appropriateness for the user audiente, adlierciiie to standards, and conformity to Ill, ,enter's style manual. A

- Ani overall rating of quality.
- Adherence to the Center's (or some other selected) style manual.

f ~ - Adherence to anl existing standard.
-Completeness.
-- Correctness (i.e., lack of errors).
-Consistency of style.
-Clarity.

-Quality of topical sentence
-Adequacy as a source of indexing terms.
-Appropriateness of abstract to users' needs5.
-Quality of translation, if relevant.

A time schedule for evaluation of traiaiees should be defined and should initude spe~ifi., goals. rot xampe, one
goal might be that anl acceptable abstra.-t for an English language journal arti-de wvith an author abstratt available; is,
expectedl after six niontlis of training. If an abstractor is given thle opportunity to advance to a position inl wilii.1 lie
prooficads and tor edits abstracts prepared by others, this should be spetified. The timec at iwiti this. be,.omes possible
should be stated clearly when the trainee is hired.

Abstractors should be encouraged to attend professional meetings and to partitipate in edu~itional selinlars to
improve their skills. Such partkipation provides anl opportunity to keel) abreast of newv developments and to get it
broader perspective in the field of abstra.-tiiig. Opportunities should be Provided for staff to keepl) p ith the literature
Ii the field, to meet regularly witI. other abstractors onl thle staff, anti perhaps to undertake research.

In summary, requiremients for the scle.-tion, training, an~d evaluiation of abstra%,tors have been outlined Above. One
possible series of steps for training and some bask. evaluation .riteria have been des,.ribed. As pairt of the Jpruteduims
for the selection, training, andi evaluation of abstrattors anl information ,eniter Jhouild have speui job des,.,iption for
abstractors, a procedures manual %vhiJ iiiludes at style iianual foi abstrading, a set of riteria for evaluatizg abstrawtors'
wvork, and a clearly defined schedule for possible promotion.

4
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3. SUBJECT ANALYSIS

3.1 Definition of Indexing or Subject Analysis

The remainder of this Section of the Manual draws upon the extensive work done by the author in connection with
the National Federation of Abstracting and Indexing Services' Indexing in Perspective Seminar and the Federation's
Indexing in Perspective Education Kit:7 in the 1974 1977 period. Indexing has been defined as "tile process of
analyzing the information content of recoided knowledge and expressing this information content in the language.ot the
indexing system"2 . John Rothman has defined an index as"... a systematic guide to items contained in or concepts
derived from a colLction" 29. He further describes the operations in the process of indexing as.

... (1) scanning the collection, (2) analyzing its content, this content analysis being based on
predetermined criteria of use of the collection and the index, (3) tagging dlscrete items in the
collection with appropriate identifiers, and (4) adding to each identifier the precise location
within the collection where the item occurs, so that it may be retrieved. Additional functions,
which may but need not be performed by the same indexer, are:

(1) cumulating the resulting entries into a cohesive, consistent whole, (2) establishing rules for
the selection of identifiers, (3) establishing a pattern of interrelationship of identifiers (through
cross references, tracings, and scope notes), (4) establishing the format of the locator, and (5)
determining the physical form in which the completed index is to be published or otl.rwise
made available for use. Note that the process of indexing does not include the actual production
(for example, printing) of the completed index; and that the term is never applied to using an index 30 .

3.2 A Brief Historical Perspective

3.2.1 Traditional Controlled Vocabulary Systems

Traditionally, indexing has involved a deductive method of organizing knowledge. In such indexing systems,
knowledge is divided into broad subject categories, each category is subdivided, and the subcategories are subdivided.
Thus, the organizational scheme is based on subject disciplines and the sdhemie is hierarchical. In these indexing system,,
a classification number is usually assigned to each category and its subdivisions. The numbering oystem is designed so that
numbers can be added for new subcategories. The Dewey Decimal Classification, the Library of Congress Classification of
the United States, and the Universal Decimal Classification schemes are examples of traditional indexing schemes and are
usually referred to as classification schemes. These schemes were originally developed to organize colle,,tions of books on
shelves in libraries and to permit browsing in shelf areas arranged by classification .lumber. A list of the hierarchical
subject headings used, usually arranged alphabetically, provides an index to the subject headings.

As a document is added to a collection, the indexer must make a decision about the subject content of the

document and select the appropriate vocabulary terms, (e.g., subje,.t headings) and, if applicable, the appropriate numbers
from the corresponding classification scheme. Tho indexer asks himself, "What is this do,,ument about?" .nd selects the
subject headings and classification number. This type of indexing is sometimes referred to as assignment indexing. Tile
indexer makes a subjective decision about the subject content of the document and translates this decision into the
indexing language used.

The vocabulary in traditional indexing systems is controlled and subject terms are linked together, or bound, to
represent a discipline or subcategory ofa discipline. For example, Twentieth Century French Literature may be used as
a subject heading to represent three hierarchical levels of a subject. In this type of system, it is obvio,- that considerable
time and money are spent at the input stage of a system (as a document is entered into the collection), because indexers
with subject knowledge and training in indexing must analyze ead document to determine what it is about and then
carefilly select the appropriate subject terms and classification numbers. The indexer must try to predict how people
will later try to retrieve the document. Usually only three or four subjec.t headings are selected to describe the document,

and often only one classification number is selectcd since that number dtermines where the do .Lment will be placed on

'1 3.2.2 Faceted Classification Schemes

A different type of classification scheme was developed in 1933 to allow for more flex;ible coordination of subject

approaches to documents. In his Colon Classification Scheme, Ranganathan proposed that doc.uments be analyzed by
generic concepts, which he called facets. Rather than organizing knowledge by subject disciplines, thu sceme organizes
knowledge according to five facets. Personality, Matter, Energy, Space, and Time (PMEST). Each document is descabed
according to these facets and numbers corresponding to each of the facets are assigned. The numbers are thei.oined
together with specific punctuation marks into a chain. The system is too complex to describe adequately here.
Interested persons are referred to S.R.Ranganathan's publikations, especially his Colon Clazsific ua n (1905S) (Ref.3 1) and
Colon Classification, seventh edition (1972) (Ref.32). The Colon Classification is generally not used for specialized
technical collections because of the extensive training required to use it and the time required to index each document.

Ll
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3.2.3 Natural Language Systems

After World War 11 there was a definite shift from the ex-Jusive use of traditional indexing systems using controlled

vocabulary to systems using uncontrolled vocabulary in the form of natural language. This shift was precipitated by the
large increase in the number of technical reports issued during the war and by the need to quickly identify these reportsand journal articles, rather than books, which contained current material on sient.e and te"nology. A prin,,ipal figure in

the movement toward natural language systems was Mortimer Taube, who developed the idea of UNITEIRMS in the
United States.

Taube recognized the fact that only a portion of the documents added to a collection are ever used, for example,
not all articles in an issue of ajournal are read by the users of a specific colletion and some boks are never read. lie
argued that time and effort should be put, not into providing costly subje .t analysis of all documents at the input stage
when they are added to a collection, but rather should be put into effectively retrieving all relevant documents from a
collection at the output stage in response to an actual, specific request. lie suggested that the words the autlr used in
the original document be the index terms and that these terms bt, completely uncontrolled and unaltered. Each signifi-
cant word selected as a subject term, called a "uniterin", should be allowed to stand alone and should be joined with
other ternis (or coordinated) when the user attempted to retrieve the relevant documents from the collection.

Taube's idea represented a change to te user of the natural language in which the documents are written. lhe
choice of subject terms became the provinc of the author rather than the indexer and thus became more objective. lhe
indexer no longer asked what the document was about but was required instead to extract from the document, itself,
those terms the author chose as subject terms. This type of indexing is often referred to as indexing by extraction, in
contrast to indexing by assignment.

This new type of indexing put the responsibility for combining or coordinating terms on the user of the collection
(or on the intermediary information specialist) at the output end of the information transfer process. Tile advent of
computers aided considerably since coordinatiq, .rms together at the output end takes 0dvantage of the computer's
ability to manipulate words and numbers easily and . ickly.

* systems pre-roordinated the terms by joining them into subjet headings. The natural language systems kept each term

* separate (e.g., literature might be one term and rrench a separate term) and required toordhnatmng terms at the point of
retrieval rather than input to a collection.

Although Taube's original idea of uniterms seemed very good in theory, it generated some problems in actual
practice, For example, there are many synonyns for words and variations on spellings of the bame word, requiring the
searcher to think of every possible synonym and spelling authors might have used. Also, some words have a very different
meaning when they appear together from the meanings they may have separately. For example, New York is very
different from the separate words new and York. To overcome some of the problems inherent in the use of natural
language, several techniques were developed ta be used with the uniterms, in-Juding the use of roles to identify how the
term is used (e.g., as in the effect of A on B or the effect of B on A) and links to pre-coordinate certain terms.

Tanbe modified his theory and decided to substitute "concepts" for uniterins. The choik.e of the word "concept"
resulted in some confusion because cmncept usually connotes ide,t, implying that indexing by asignmnent rather than
irdexing by extraction was being done. Indexers were not actually examining, "What is tils dotument about?", but were
selecting the significant terms from the (locument to apply to the doctiment.

Important work on thesauns development was undertaken in the late 1950's and early 1960's. The thesaurus was
developed as a method for controlling natural language to eliminate problems with synonyms, near synonyms, and to
indicate relationships among terms used. Paragraph 4 discusses thesaurus development in detail.

3.2.4 Effects of Computers on Indexes

The advent of the computer had significant impact on the development of indexes, particularly as related to the
abstracting and indexing (A& I) services. The use of computers in abstrating and indexing are dis tussed in Paragraph 5.
Also, examples of how computers are used fbr preparing certain types of indexes will be described briefly in Paragraph
3.43. It is worth noting that computers have not yet replaced intelletual effort in indexing, rather they have been
found to be most effective in manipulating words and numbers to coordinate terms and to reformat information in many
different ways.

3.3 Types of Indexes

In this section several examples of types of indexes will be described briefly. For more detailed information and
additional examples, the reader is referred to the UNISIST/NFAISIndexing in Perspectiie Education Kit".

L
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3.3.1 Traditional Controlled Vocabulary Sstems

The traditional controlled voc,-bulary indexing systems are probably those index:ng ste. wbhli are most "amiliar
to information specialists and library users. TheIy are pre -coordinate indexing systems using bubjeLt heading,% ,onsisting
ef wordsjoined together. These systems require analysis of each doL.ument as it is added to the ,olleltvn and rely upon
the indexer to determine what the document is about and to select the appropriate subjet headings from an authority list
of headings. Examples of this t)pe of indexing system arb ubjet headings used fur classifying books, ba .k-of-the-bouk
indexes, and journal article indexes which use hierarchical subje.t headings. Eadi .A' these three examples will be
discussed briefly.

Subject Headings

As was discussed above, many libraries use a discipline-b.sed list of subjet headings to Jasify their book ..ollL"tions.
Classification schemes, such as the Universal Dewey Classification and US Library of Congress classifitation s.lheme,
divide knowledge into categories and sub .ategories by subje-. discipline in a hicrardl.ial btruuture. Anumber is asigued to
each category and subcategory. Usually, the number ;s put onto the book and book is shelved aording to that number.
One card is filed in a catalog u,idu; the main entry (see Section 2) and cards are dso filed under caLi adsigned subjeL.t
heading If the stacks of the library are oper,, readers may browse through the shelves to loLate books on a subject. The
classification system allows for bouks on related topi,.s to be shelved in the same physi,.al area. If the sta-.ks are closed,
the reader must browse th- '.ugh the catalog, which serves as the major subject access point to the coleltion.

This type of system generally works fairly well for book collections if great depth of indexing (e.g., to the level of
chapters within books) is not needed or if the subject area is not changing rapidly. Bcause only authorized subjeqt
headings may be used, any potential new headings must be examined ,arefully to determine whether they should be
added and where they fit into the hierarchical system.

Back-of-the-Book hidexes

A back-of-the-book index involves the same principles as the subject heading system used for books. An indexer
of a book usually defines the subject area covered by the book, divides it into categories and subcategories and arranges
the index entries in alphabetical order with subdivisions, which are narrower levels in a hierarthy. There are usually only
three hierarchical levels. References to preferred terms are included as cross-references. A sample entry in a back-of-the-
book index might look like this:

Indexing, 3, 23, 86, 174-183,203221,345-357,400-461
automatic (See Automatic Indexing)
book (See Book Indexing)
chain (See Chain Indexing)
citation (See Citation Indexing)
compatibility, 23
computcr-asslstcd 86, 183,203.205
consistency, 187

coordinate (See Coordinate Indexing)
cost, 196,320

computer costs, 196

etc. salary survey of indexers, 345-362

Under the letter "A" one would find the preferred term Autonatt. Indexing with its entries, under B one would find
entries on Book Indexing, etc.

Such indexes are not extensive, usually covering only a few pages, and are easily scanned for other possible entries,
if the user does not find the entry he expects to find. Also, the "collection" being indexed is complete so the indexer
need not be concerned with new terms that may be added or wvith future vocabulary changes, which are problems
encountered with otl'er types of indexes. The back-of-the-book indexer is probably ,ine of the easier applications of the
use of traditional subject headings.

Subject Heading Hierarchical Journal Article Indexes

Indexing systems using hierarchical subject headings are also used to index articles within journals by journal
publishers in their annual indexes and by A&I services. In the Untied States, the lI.W.Wilson company uses traditionai
controlled-vocabulary subject headings t ) index the juurnal articles it covers in its indexing services. For example, in
Library Literature the broad subject READING may be divided into Abilities, Eduational aspects, Pyscholugical aspects,
and Special Groups of readers. The subcategory, Special groups of readers, may be further subdivided into. Adult
beginners, Adults, Blind, College Studenis, etc. References to journal articles in eah .ategory, subcategory, or sub-
subeategory are listed under each subject heading. Because the monthly indexes are tumulated into an annual inuex,
a sub-subcategory may have too many entries to be scanned easily. In that case a new category may be established.
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Similar systems are also used for clipping files and for vertical files. Many small information centers maintain
vertical files of brochures, pamphlets, unpublished articles, catalogs, ett.. and use the same, or similar, subject headings as
those used for the book collection. A specialized information center may wish to .unsider using a similar system for its

technical reports and journal articles, so that one indexing system could be used for the entire collection.

3.4 Natural Language Systems

Several types of indexing systems Ilave been developed to use the natural liguage of documents. Manly of these

were designed specifically for technical report collections and for indexing journal artides. These include concept
coordination, optical coincidence, and rotated and penrited indexing systems.

3.4.1 -Concept Coordlination Systemns

One type of manual indexing system which is frequently used for specialized collections is at concept coordination
system Many information centers Ihave replaced these mianual systems with c;omputerized %ystenis which follow the same

basic principles; however, for those information centers which do not wish to adopt a computerized system, or are unable
t ~to do so, this type of mianual system may be appropriate and useful.

Starting with a basic collection of documents (often technical reports aial journal articles, although books, patents,
theses, etc may be included) an indexer reads through the documents or their abstracts and extracts those terms to be
used as index terms These terms may then be checked in the thesaurus used to identify which synonym or preferred
term to use (For a more detailed description of techniques of indexing see paragraph 3.6.2.) Each document is given an
accession number, which does not relate to subject classification, but merely locates the document oi a shelf. A card is
made for each index term and the number of the document is added to the card for every tern selected for that
document.

For example, to index an article entitled, "The Use of Subject Indexes for Infornation Retrieval in Brazil"
(Document #123) using the United States National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Thesaurus" the
indexer would extract all the relevant terms describing the document perhaps 40 or 50 terms - and would look up each
term in the thesaurus. The term "information" may be used, as may the related terms, "communicating", and
"communication". The bound term, "Information retrieval" and the term "retrieval" may be used. The correct form for
indexes is Indexes (Documentation). Many other related terms may be selected, with the preferred term being used in
,-ach case Other terms related to the geographical area and the type of library might be extracted from the document
and checked against the thesaurus. On the card for each term selected, the document number 1 23 would be addea.

To search the collection for all documents on Indexes and Information Retrieval and South America, the card for
each of the three index terms would be pulled and the list of document numbers on each card compared to the other lists.
All documents listed on all three cards would be selected as potentially relevant. The coordination of the subject terms is
done at the output or retrieval end. The vocabulary in this system should be kept as free as possible so that maximum
manipulating of the collection is possible.

One technique used to simplify comparing the cards to see which documents are listed on all cards is called a
Terminal Digit system. Instead of listing each document ol the appropriate card as it is added to the collection in
numerict" order (e.g., 1, 8, 97, 123), the document numbers are listed in columns a.cording to their last digit. Thus, two
cards being coordinated might look like this:

Indexes (Documientation)

60 1 123 14 25 97 49
293 65 137

South America

so 1 123 35
683 65

The searcher can easily see that documents numbered 1, 123, and 65 appear on both cards and that these two documents
should be retrieved and examined. Of course, this is a simplified example. It should be evident that as the collection
grows and as a searcher is comparing nine or ten subject terms, this use of the terminal digit system could save consider-
able time.

3.4.2 Optical Coincidence Pzammats and Edgenotched Cards

Indexing formats using the same principles as the concept coordination system are the optical coincidence formats.
Special cards are available which have spaces nmarked with numbers whi,,h may be physically punched out wlth a pencil or
other implement to produce a hole that will allow light to shine through. Portapunch cards and Peekaboo cards are
two examples of this type of card.
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'I.lthough it is not technically all optical coinAde,.,:e format, the edge-notched card is similar. Edge-notched cards
have traditionally been dsed for library -irc.ulat.on systems and by re,eardhers to provide a simple subject index to their
bibliographies The optical coincidence cards aid the cdge iiot,.ched .ardS are devics Whih Smlpllfy Inat.lung doumnent

numbers The document number is punched oud on the appropriate ,.ard for each subject term. Ile searcher then co-
ordinates the subject cards and compares them by shi.-ig a light through tie .ards or inserting a long needle through the
cards to determine which cards have the same hole punched, The dotunents .orresponding to those numbers are then
r-trieved It should be clear that these systems could quickly becomet .;,,kward to use for large collections, as they are
physically difficult to handle beyond a certain number of cards. Although these ai,. :anual systems it is easy to see how
a computer could perfonn the same tasks more quickly and certainly with less effort. llow,-oer, given the budgetary
limits placed on many libraries or the small size of many collections, such manual systems may be appropriate and
efficient for many small specialized information centers.

3.4.3 Rotated and Permuted hidexes

In tile late 19 50's computers were used to produce indexes. Hans Peter Luhn and Phyllis Baxendale at International
Business Machines (IBM) used the natural language i. titles of documuents with a -omputef to generate the first Key
Word in Context (KWIC) index. The KWIC index w.,s developed as a quick interim index to use before tie more
complete subject indexing became available to the nterature in the A&I services. At that time the A&I services were
prepared manually and type set manually so there was a considerable time lag between the publication of the original
primary journal article and its abstracting and subject indexing by the A&I services.

A KWIC index is produced by rotating all the significant words in a title by computer so that each significant word
appears alphabetically in the index, followed by the other words in thflk title and the document number, KWIC indexes
made no attempt to eliminate synonyms, variations ill spelling, or misleading titles. No mntellectural effort, and hence
very little cost, was involved. Clerical assistants were trained to type the titles exactly as they appeared and to add the
document number.

Very similar to a KWIC Index is the KWOC (Key Word Out of Context) Index. It differs from a KWIC index in that
the word being displayed alphabetically is separated from the rest c-f the title by sevral spacs or even by a line. Simple
packaged computer programs are available to produce rotating indexes.

Rotated indexes are sometimes incorrectly referred to as permuted inldexes. In its pure sense, ill a permuted index
each word is linked up with every other significant word in the title. The Pennuterm Sublect lnde. published by the
Institute for Scientific Information is a classic permuted index in that ead significant word in a title is linked with the
"co-tern" which is every other significant word in the title.

Ill both rotated and permuted indexes, a list of words which are considered to be insigmficant (e.g., it, and, but, to)
are not included in the index. The list of these words is called a "stop list", and the colputer is instructed not to -
include them in the alphabetical list. Care must be taken when developing the stop list not to include a word oil tile list
which might be significant ill specialized cases. For example, the word, ma, may seem to be unimportant but searcitng
for Vitamin A or A vitamins might be very difficult if provisions are not made ii spectal programnming instructions to the
computer for locating the A when it relates to vitamins.

3.S Criteria for the Selection of an Indexing System

Given the wide range of indexing systems available, a logical question is whic-h ystem should ill iniforil,,lon center
select for its use There is no single answer which says that system X ih best. lHowever, by reviewing the following criteria
and others which may be developed by the individual center, oc ,an determine wltcli system ts best for the individual
center's needs. The set of criteria outlined below is not intended to be all-inclusive and colphrensive, but rather to
be a starting point from which an individual center can develop its own complete set of criteria.

3.5. 1 Users of Sm'stem

Perhaps the single most important criterion in selecting an indexing system is dhe group of users of tie system.
Basic characteristics, such as educational! leel, language ,.oipetence, subject intcrests, and typvs of donuments used, are
all important. Anyone with experience in special library \vork should be familiar with user Studies and with tile
procedures for determining user needs and should be able to develop a profile of the users uvf tire informiation center.

3.5.2 Cost Considerations

Probably the second iost important criterion is that of ,ost. Ideal indexing systems are relatively simplple to design,
but few centers can afford to implement themn. Carei'ul ,ostilig of tile systems being Considered should be worked out
and a realistic budget must be developed. One approah is to outline all "ideal" system for the orgaiization and then to
id-ntify those elements which could be developed \\ithin budgetary constramts. Also, certain detired characteristics
which at first seemed too expensive might be possible through the use of existing facilitics elsewhere within tile organiza-
tion For example, computer programming staff and expertise might bc aailable within the organization's aucounting

______
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S(department Prcted costs for several years .n advance should be determined, and ,osts f lmaintaining the system and
adding new documents should be included.

3.5.3 Staff and MaterielV [Anotlier criterion for the selection of an indexing system is that of available staff and materiel. Most org'naizatioiis

!annot afford to hire entirely new staff to develop and implement an indexing system and must rely on existing staff,
with one or two additioiis. Retraining through educational seminars or courses at universities may be needed to %each
staff how to index and abstract documents. An outside consultant ma. be brought in to set up the system and to train
staff A manager should review with his staff their qualifit ations and expertise to determine what strengths tan be drawn
upon from within the staff a;l where the poteitial weak points will be. For example, if the staff is well-trained in a
particular system of indexing that sy stein might be worth investigating as a potential one for the Lolletion rather than
one which is totally unknown.

Available materiel might range from a supply of edge-notdied cards to extensive computer facilities. However, the
mere availability of materiel does not mean that that is the best system for the tolleLtion and for the center. The best
system should be identified and then existing materiel used if relevant.

3.5.4 Hospitality

The trait of hospitality refers to the ability of tile system to ac,.ommodate new douments and new subjeut terms.
Any system must allow room for expansion if documents are to be added to the collection. A rigid list of subject
headings which allow no room for new subject areas is virtually useles-s. Ntw subjeut terms come into existence regularly
and must be accommodated by the system. The various systems bing ,.on.dered should be examined in light of their
hospitality in allowing docunients to be added to the collection and in actonmodating new subjeLt terms.

3.5.5 Types of Docnuents

Another criterion is that of the ty pe of documents to be included in the colle.tion. Several systems are already in use
for technical report collections or for monographs. If the information center's collection will be primarily in one of these
areas it would be reasonable to consider adopting one of tile existing systems. If tile collection will include I large
number of patents or theses a different system might be aeeded. The language of the douuments should also be taken
into account. If several different languages will be included ,peLial ,ame must be taken with the use of natural language
terms to include the equivalent terms in other languages.

For some types of documents particular chara,.teri.tics are naore important than for other types of documents.
For example, the university at which a d;sscrtation is .vritten is important for dissertations but may not be as important
for monographs. Technical reports have several ideitify ing numbers (e.g., contrat numbers, report numbers, and
accession numbers) unique to the report literature. A subject approach geographLtally is important for maps more so
than for most journal articles. There are similar considerations necessary for other types.

A determination of tie types of docur.ients to be included in the collection is important in order to select an
indexing system and to identify which subject approaches are most relevant.

3.5.6 Depth of Indexing Required

The depth of indexing require.I varies according to types of documents and to potential uses of tile do Lunlents. For
monographs, two or three broad sabject headings may be all that is needed to identif) which monographs are needed on
a particular subject. lIlowever, if the entire collection is devoted to one subje .t, deep.r indexing may be needed eCeui for
monographs A subject leadin, on Aeronautical Engineering may be a. eptable for an engineering olle.tion, but useless
if ti entire collection is oi ... -- iautical engineering. Journal articles and tedlnial reports are usually indexed to a
greater depth of subjet than are monographs and conference proceedings, beause books usually deal wvith a broader
stljec! level than do reports aid articles. lowever. in a special colledion it may be iavisable to index monographs to
the chapter level rather than to the collective level of the total book.

If monographs are likely to Le used as background reading or as a refresher in an unfamiliar area, the depth of
inlexing need not be as great as it should be if specifw data wvithin .lliapters is needed. Many information centers acquire
a small number of publications on peripheral fields of interest for users to san for general infornlation. Similarly, a book
on a peripheral subject area yet ,.ontaining a chapter of dired interest to the user of the .olle.tou may be iudexed to tile
depth of the chapter so that valuable information is not lost.

3.5. 7 lxpansion of Collection

The expected growth of the .ollection is in important criterion in selecting an indexing system. If the collect) n is
a historical one and is not expected to glo%\ lniud, noi a, mu.h hospitality in the indexing terminolugy will be needed
since not maniy new terns would be expected. In contrast, a colle.tion of journal articles and tedutal reports on a
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growing field should be expfcted to grow rapidly Higaer costs for adding to the collection and for maintaining the
system should be expected in such c'ses.

3.6 Effective Indexing Techniques

Unfortunately, there are no easy steps or instructions for how to index effectively. Indexing is a complicated
process requiring extensive training under an experienced supervisor and i, specific to the indexing system used.
F.R.Whaey attempted to summarize what the indexer-abstractor does in ijournal article written in 1965 (Ref.34) but
his artkle merely provides an introducttory overview of the process. Somt useful, if rather general guidelines ha%e been
prepared for UNISIST" s . Because they were designed tu be independent of any particular indexing system, the guide-
lines are neces:,ari.: fairly general. However, they are among the more useful of the available guidelines or criteria, and
should be consulted.

iThere is no , ,-gle internatit nal standard on indexing, however, a US standard does exist. The American National

Standards Institite Committee Z 19 issued a standard (ANSI Z39.4-1968) on Basic Criteria for Indexes in 1968 (Ref.36).
The Standiur Licludes several useful definitions and some, rather general, .riteria for indexes. This standard is current.
under revision, and a new, revised version is expected in 1978. In terms o.' useful techniques for indexing, in this author's
opinion, this standard is probably the single best brief document currently available.

3.6.1 Selectivity

John Rothman stated very succinctly that,

Good indexing is a matter of making the right choices. Except for concordances, in which every
occurrence of a word, regardless of language or context, must be recorded, indexes require an
exercise of selection at virtually every stage. Selection necesszrily means not only inclusion but
also exclusion, and the quality of an index sometimes depends on wl at is not indexed, or what index
teims are not used.

If the indexer also does abstracting, he may be the individual who decides ,vliether an item is to be indexed at all. In
some information centers, an editor will have assigned the document to th,; indexer, but in other centers the indexer,
himself, determines whether the document should be indexed. If the duce.ment is to be indexed, the indexer then deter-
mines what depth of indexing is required and which subject terms should Ie ubed. Keeping in mind the users of the
collection, the indexer either assigns or extracts the appropriate terms and negotiates each term against the thesaurus to
determine whether that term or a preferred term should be used and whicl broader, narrower, and related terms shod
be added. Using the procedures manual, the indexer follows the established procedures for the system, heeding any
limits (e.g., maximum number of terms) in order to index each do.ument. Throughout the entirm process, tle judgment
of the indexer must be used to select terms, depth of indexing, additional descriptors such as geographic or compahy
names, and other terms. It should be apparent that the indexer's selectivit., judgment is very important for good and
effective indexing.

3.6.2 Techniques for Indexing

Unfortunately, there is no handy checklist of techniques for indexing similar to those in paragraph 2.3.3 for
writing abstracts, because indexing techniques vary considerably according to type of iiid.xig (by assignment or by
txtraction), to the type of system used, and, frequently, to the subject of the dotument, and eoen to the type of docu-
ment. A few general steps can be identified, which are common to most indexing systems:

(1) Examine the document (or abstract) to determine whether the document should be indexed and to what
depth.

(2) If indexing by extraction, extract all relevant terms and look tip each term in the thesaurus to identify
preferred terms. Check related terms and broader or narrower terms, if appropriate. Include all the appro-
priate terms in their preferred form.

(3) If indexing by assignment, determine what the document is about and selet the appropriate subject headings
from the authority lit, checking see and see also referen"es for related subject headings and the correct form
of entry.

(4) Always index to the most specific level.

(5) If the sy stem has other ty pes of indexing (e.g., geographic, descriptors) .'ssigi other indexing terms according
to the procedures manual.

(6) Follow any other indexing procedures. Foi example, some indexing by extraction system. require their
indexers to re-examine each document after all terms have been extracted and correct terms chosen, and to
think in general terms of what the document is about, then to assign one or two terms which best deswilbe the
document, overall.

(7) Check all indexing for accuracy, completeness, and relevance to the user ,.ommunity alid to the collection.

iiZLt~.
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rf course. tle procedures main al for thc informration center is the most important authority for how the Indexing
tiould be doin Indexing is a procedure which is best learned through on-the-job training within a specific systei thner

the supervision of an experienced indexer.

3.6.3 Erauation of Indeing
Thle ideal test of an indexing systemt is to determine how wvell cite canl gct out all documnents fromn a collection on

the topic without retrieving any documents not on the topic. There are several different waays to evaluate indexing as
part of the total services of a library or information centzr. Thle literature onl evaluation is extensive, amiong the best
studies is that by F W, Lancaster, Thec Measurement and Evaluatiun of Library, Serv'ices", which includes extensive biblo-
graphics It is essential that any systemi be evaluated regularly and that necessary changes be mnade based onl the results

2o the evaluation.

Amiong the criteria for evaluation ame the measures of recall and precision, which should be familiar to all informia.
tion center managers. For a review of these measures tile reader is directed to Lancaster's Information letrtevl
Systets: Characteristics, Testing and Evahtation9 . A review article oil relevance written by T.Saracevic appeared in
the Journal of the American Society for Informalion Science under the title, "Relevance, a Review of and a Frame-
work for the Thinking on the Notion in Information Science" 4 .

4. THESAURUS DEVELOPMENT

With the advent of the use of natural language for indexing, it quickly became apparent that some control over
tile natura Ilanguage was necessary to eliminate synonyms and near-synony ms and to show relationships among terms.
The primary method used to control vocabulary in the late 1950's and early 1960's was the thesaurus.

K 4.1 Definition of Thesaurus
A thesaurus is a post-coordinate listing of terms showing relationships among terms, specifically the generic relation-

ship of broader and narrower terms and other relationships of synonyms and related terms. The precise definition of
broader and narrower terms is a necessary trait of a true thesaunis. This generic relationship is a fact and can never be
altered by term or document context. A generic relationship must ahvas be true for it to be established as a broader-
narrower relationship in a thesaurus.

4.2 Comparison to list of Subject Headings

Although a list of subject headings may look like a thesaurus and sometimes is even called a thesaurus) it differs
from a trie thesaurus in that its pre-coordinate subject headings are derived deductively by dividing a subject area into
subdivisions and further sub-subdivisions. Each subdivision is not always a narrower section of the subject. For -xaimple,
in a list of subject headings on environmental studies one may find:

Noise
Bibliography
Biography
Pollution

Laws and Legislation

Obviously, Pollution is not always a subject division of Noise, there is air pollution, water pollution, etc. Similarly,
laws and legislation are not always subject divisions of pollution. In a true thesaurus, such relationships are not permitted.

4.3 Development of the Thesaurus

An overview, tracing the development of tile thesaurus and showing examples of early thesauri appears in the

UNISISTINFAISIndeving KitM 1. Many thesauri to control natural language were built and developed in tile late 1950's
and early 1960's One of the earliest thesauri was built in the United States by the Engineers Joint Council. This w\,as a
classic example of all inductive method of building a natural language system. Experts in the ',,miots engineering
specialties were asked to contribute actual words to be included in the thesaurus. Different spectalties, such as
Mechanical engineering or aeronautical engineering, contributed wordh, for the thesaurus through a series of meetings of
individuals fro each specialty. Many of the words contributed were synonyms oz near-synonyns for the same basic

concept, yet the presentatives fron the various specialties insisted that the specifi tern was tile only appropriate one
to use for their particular area of engineering. Titus, a problem arose .onccrriing whether many synllytis should be

accepted as legitimate terms for tile thesaurus or whether omily one preferred term should be used and tile other terms
entered as cross references to the preferred teni. Decisions were made to include nian) of these synonyms and near
,ynonyms, and tile EJC Vtesaunts4' became ,h.,re of a framework to be used to build minithesaurn on specific topics,
than a thesaurus, itself. This thesaurus is not used by any large indexing service in engineering, primarily for these reasons.

- _ _ _
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A second important thesaurus was the US Ar-lied Services Technical Information Agency (ASTIA) Tesauirus41.

The terms, called "descriptors", used in this iheszunis were more defined and precoordinated than the pure natural

language of the documents. The alphabetical desriptorn were also associated with L-!assifi;.ation groupings to further
define their plhce in the vocabulary system. The ASTIA Thesaurus was revised and became the NASA Thesaurus33 .
Definitions were not included in the NASA Thesaurus, however class numbers to class groupings are still included.

The American Petroleum Institute developed a thesaurus in a slightly different manner, uing faceted headings
rather than subject discipline-based headings. The faceted classification is the tool for updating the vocabulary. Term
relationships are clearly identified. The API Thesaunts a was conceived as a vocabulary control for post- not pre-
coordinate systems. The terms in the thesaurus are derived from tile natural language of the subject area, and these terms
we,- originally compiled from a collection of documents on the subject. The terms are those individual words selected

fromthe natural language of the documents and are not based on pre;.oiweived subject headings or ideas. Thus, the API
Thesaurus is a true thesaurus.

Of course, it is much easier and less expensive to use an existing thesaurus than to develop. Not only is there a very
large initial cost t, build a thesaurus (the average thesaurus contains 5,000 to 6,000 terms), but the time and cost of
maintaining a thesaurus are also extensive. If at all possible, an information center should use, or adapt for its use, an
existing thesaurus, rather than building one. If a center must build, or adapt, its own thesaurus, it must be prepared to
expend a large amount of time and money to do so. Also, an expert on thesaurus development should be hired to oversee
the project.

4.4 Standards for Thesauri

A useful and comprehensive set of guidelines for thesauri exists as the American National Standards Institute
Standard (Z39.19-1974), Guidelines for Thesaurus Stncture, Construction and Use". This standard presents rules and
conventions for the structure, construction, and maintenance of a thesaurus of terms. It is also an aid in using an existing
thesaarus.

4.5 Maintenance

In order for a thesaurts to be useful and effective it must be adequately maintained. Aiiy thesaurus changes over
tile as tile language changes. In many cases, there is a tendenq for terms in a thesaurus to become too pre-coordinated,
and often the thesaurus become., very similar to a list of subject headings. Terms which appear together frequently,
rather than always, get into the thesaurus. Also terms which are usuallb but not always related luerarhically to others
find their way into a thesaurus unless care is I iken to keep them out. For example, cats are oftcn pets, but not always
pets, as they may be wild cats or laboratory animals, so that cat and pet, is not a legitimate narrower-broader term
relationship; however it is the type of relationship which often finds it way into a thesaurus. Such entnes sliould be
kept out of a thesaurus.

Of cours,', new terms must be added after they have stood the test of tine to determine that the termi is not merely
a passing fad, If a thesaurus is not propcrly ind adequately maintained, its strength as a tool to control vocabulary and
to manipulate natural language in a post coordinate system is greatly diminished. Also, if the thesaurus is not tightly
controlled and maintained and the terms kept as unbound as possible, a serious question call be raised concerning whether
tile costs actually justify the use of the thesaurus over natural text.

4.6 Role of the Lexicographer

L If a center (foes decide to build its own thesaurus, a lexicographer should be employed to oversee the development
of the thesaurus, to edit it, to prepare the scope not ,, to make decisions concerning preferred terms and relationships
among terms, and to oversee the maintenance of the thesaunis. Unless oiie person is responsible for preparing scope
notes, explaininig why and how certain terms are used (and for what time-period), and for making decision on which of
many synonymis or near-synonyms is the preferred term, inconsistencies will appear in the thesaurus, thus severely
reducing its effectiveness. Also, a lexicographer as an individual trained in thesaurus development, provides special
expertise on thsauns development and maintenance and becomes the single, final atthority oil the thesaurus. rie
indexers in an information center may well be individuals with their primary expertise in the subject discipline and some
training in indexing. A lexicographer is specially trained for working with thesauri. Also, the more people making
decisions concerning preferred terms, scope notes, etc., the more Jhances there will be for inconsistencies to appear and
more synonyms to enter the thesaurus, thus limiting the control of the true natural language.

S. USE OF COMPUTERS IN ABSTRACTING AND INDEXING

Computers have been used since the 1950's to produce indexes of all types as N\as described briefly in paragraph
3 4 Much less work has been done in using computers to abstract. As mentioned above, a review of automatic abstracting
by computer appears in Borko and Bernier's book on abstracting4 .



5.1 Use in Abstracting

The results of the many studies referred to by Borko and Bernier indicate that computers are being used to prepare
extracts, rather than true abstracts. le resulting abstrats range in quality from fairly good'to disappointing, primarily
due to problems related to the complexity of the language, itself, and to the need for human intervention to interpret and
edit the abstracts. Research is still underway to prepare acceptable abstracts using computers.

5.2 Machine-produced Indexes

Several types of indexes have been produced by computers, as described in paragoph 3.4. KWIC and KWOC are two
obvious types of index prepared by computer. The significant words in each title are input into tiecomputer and rotated
so that each significant word appears alphabetically in the index. No intellectual effort, and hence little cost, is expended
to index the document. However, in a totally computer-produced index there will be many synonyms, near-synonyms,
and spelling variations for the same word (e.g., colour and color). These indexes are useful as quickly-produced and
cheap-to-produce interim indexes to use before a more detailed and better edited index becomes available.

5.3 Effects of On-line Searching on Indexing

With the ability to make the complete abstract, title, and indexing terms available for computer searching, indexing
has entered a new era. The computer can provide an "index" to every word, atthor's name, word in a journal title, etc.
which is input into the computer Questions are being raised concerning whether expensive indexing is really necessary
with this new ability to search all the natural language available on computer tapes. Problems of synonyms, variations in
spelling of the same word, and rnultiple-language data bases are taking on new dimensions. Research is currently under-
way by many abstracting and indexing services and by other researchers to determine what the effect will be on the
indexing of a data base. It is too early to provide any conclusive answers, but this is an area to be watched over the next
few years New theories on indexing and perhaps new techniques for indexing will become available. Managers of informa-
tion centers should make a special attempt to keep tip with thc current literature on abstracting and mndxing to watch
these new developments closely.
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